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NO END TO SIDNEY LOCKOUT
I
Direct Bargaining Needed - Malcolm
SEPARATE CURE LOCAL MAY RESULT
Although not prepared yet to 
end the lockout of municipal 
employees, Sidney town 
council is willing to begin 
separate negotiations with its 
workers, The Review has 
learned
Council members met in an 
informal session Monday 
evening to discuss lifting the 
lockout, The Review was told, 
but the matter was not put to a 
vote.
Concensus among aldermen 
attending the gathering (Aid. 
Pat Merrett was absent) was 
that, for the personal welfare 
of employees, council would 
like to end the lockout, but 
can’t. Aid. Peter Malcolm said 
Tuesday.
Malcolm is the town’s 
representative on the regional 
bargaining unit which in­
cludes all metropolitan Vic­
toria municipalities, school 
district No. 61 and the capital 
regional board.
In explaining why council 
members feel they cannot end 
the lockout yet, Malcolm said 
the main reason had to do with 
the present impossibility of 
negotiations taking place 
directly between council and 
employees of the town.
“The town employees as a 
group have not seen fit to 
bargain with us directly,’’ 
Malcolm Said, “even though 
we feel they may legally be in 
a position to do so.’’
Although Sidney employees 
are covered by a separate 
wage agreement, negotiations 
for them are carried out by the 
Saanich municipality local (of 
which they are part) and their 
final settlement will be geared 
to any settlement in the larger 
municipality.
Malcolm said he feels there 
has been coercion on the part 
of the Saanich local to prevent 
Sidney employees from 
negotiating directly with their 
employer.
‘“We are willing to do so,’’ 
Malcolm said, “and would put 
our employees back to work as 
soon as a wage settlement has 
been reached.”
Other benefits to be settled 
any contract could be
feel that the presence of Jim 
Brett (president of the 
Saanich local) would be an 
asset to the negotiations.” It 
has been proven to council, 
Malcolm said, that Brett 
“does not represent our 
employees. We would never 
have had this lockout... ever, 
if we had been able to 
negotiate directly with our 
employees.”
One result of the present 
labour strife, Malcolm hopes 
will be a separate local for 
Sidney workers. This, he said, 
“would be an ideal result of 
this lockout.”
Replying to comments in a 
Review story last week, where 
municipal employees charged 
that the lockout was un­
necessary, Malcolm did not 
agree. “This lockout has been 
necessary,” he said, “if only 
to bring out the ridiculous 
situation, where we cannot 
negotiate directly with our 
employees.”
If direct, separate 
negotiations do take place, 
Malcolm said, it would not 
really be a weakening of the 
regional bargaining 
agreement. Any proposed 
settlement would be discussed 
with other members of the 
regional group, he said.
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HOSPITAL REPORT IGNORED 
SITE SELECTION
Consultants Recommend Location Closer To Sidney
ByGE()R(;E MANNING 
Special To The Sidney Review
A copy of the secret Agnew Peckham and Associates report on the role of 
regional hospitals indicates that the decision last week to proceed with a 75 bed 
acute care hospital for the Peninsula does not agree with the consultants’ 
recommendations.
In a copy of the report, obtained by The Review from a source close to the 
commission, the Toronto-based consultants recommended strongly that any 
new hospital for the peninsula be located further north than the projected 
site on Mount Newton Cross Road.
This specific recom­
mendation formed part of a 
broader one concerning future 
development of hospitals for
the entire region, including: a 
new 400 bed hospital to be 
located on a site west of 
Douglas Street in the
BOAT BURNS AT BOSUN’S
Three Calls To Fire Department
It took a long time Monday 
for a fire department to 
respond to a boat fire at 
Bosun’s Marina — and it’s 
apparently going to take even 
longer for an investigation 
into the fire to begin.
Manager of Bosun’s boat 
sales, Brian Nelson told The 
--Review three calls were
200 COTTAGE DEVELOPMENT 
PROPOSED FOR GILLAl MANOR
m
negotiated after the return to 
work, Malcolm said.
Malcolm also feels that 
some headway is now being 
made in negotiations. “We’re 
finally passing the point of 
impasse,” he said Tuesday 
morning, adding that the “six 
weeks of impasse has been 
due to the inability of the 
CUPE membership to com­
municate with their executive 
and the executive’s refusal to 
communicate with its 
membership.”
Malcolm is firm in his view 
that further bargaining should 
be limited to local employees 
dealing with local employers. 
“When we get to negotiating 
with oui’ employees, we don’t
North Saanich council isn’t 
prepared to consider 
proposals for future use of the 
Gillain Manor site above 
McTavish Road until 
discussions have been held 
with the trustee for the 
bankrupt alcoholism centre.
That, essentially, is the 
reply that will be sent to W.G. 
Henderson, vice-president of 
Bread-Lea Communities Ltd.
- a firm interested in 
negotiating purchase of the 
land and partially completed 
buildings that were to have 
been a treatment centre for 
affluent alcoholics.
Mayor Paul Grieve told 
council Monday evening that 
bankruptcy officials had told 
him Bread-Lea Communities
had no financial interest in the 
Gillain Manor project, but 
were just one of twenty parties 
that had been shown through 
the development since it was 
petitioned into bankruptcy.
Henderson said in his letter 
to council that his firm 
were considering negotiating 
purchase of the site for con­
struction of an “adult com­
munity,’’ describing the 
concept as “a community for 
active senior adults as op­
posed to an ‘old folks home.’” .
It would, he said, include 100 
to 200 cottages with a central 
facility providing lounges, 
meeting rooms, saunas, ad­




C.O.D. Branson, municipal 
solicitor for North Saanich, 
will be off to Ottawa next 
week, to appear for the 
district before the Supreme 
Court of Canada.
Branson will oppose on 
behalf of North Saanich an 
application from E.M.P. 
Estates Ltd, and K.G. Murray 
for leave to appeal a decision 
of the B.C. appeals court that
found private wharves built on 
North Saanich controlled 
foreshore to be illegal.
The B.C. Supreme Court has 
already refused to allow the 
appeal. Mayor Paul Grieve 
said Monday, explaining, 
however, tliat leave to appeal 
may still bo made to the 
federal court. Lawyers for the 
illegal dock owners have in­
dicated they will seek such 
leave. Grieve said.
placed to task control 
(emergency answering ser­
vice) before Sidney fire 
department arrived 45 
minutes after the first call.
Attempting to determine the 
cause of the blaze, The Review 
was told Tuesday by the chiefs 
of both Sidney and North 
Saanich fire departments that 
the other was responsible for 
investigating the fire.
Although Bosun’s Marina is 
located in North Saanich it is 
covered by Sidney fire 
department under an 
agreement between the two 
municipalities.
Employees at Bosun's 
Marina noticed smoke coming 
from the far end of ‘C’ dock at 
approximately 10 a.m., Nelson 
said.
They picked up fire ex­
tinguishers on the dock and 
ran to the boat. Windows were 
cracked and smoke wa‘S 
pouring out of the hold and 
vents. Fearing an explosion, 
the boat was towed away from 
the dock to a bank on the far 
side of the marina away from 
other boats, Nelson said.
“After waiting and waiting 
for the fire department a third 
call was put in,” Nelson said.
They were told the first call 
had been cancelled.
“I don’t know who would do 
that or why because we realty 
needed them,” he said.
The 48-foot sailboat 
Tarquynnarian owned by Don 
Butler of Victoria was 
smouldering and the car­
peting on fire, when the fire 
department arrived. The 
blaze was quickly brought 
under control but the interior 
was a charred and blackened 
hole. I
Nelson said the boat hac 
only been at the marina for a 
week and they understood the 
owner was |?!otting it ready for 






KITE-EATING TREE almost devoured this 
batwing kite owned by eleven-year-old Garry 
'.lames. Kite was finally rescued by an anonymous 
aircraft pilot who swooped over the tree, cutting 
the kite string.
Pub For Brentwood
Brentwood Shdpping Centre 
will be the site of a new neigh­
bourhood pub if Andrew Port 
of Kelowna is succe.ssful in 
seeking approval from the 
provincial liquor control 
board.
In accordance with 
provincial regulations. Port 
has been canvassing residents 
in the Brentwood area. In a 
letter read to Central Saanich 
council Monday, Glen Falls of 
1100 Verdier said he was 
opposed to further liquor 
outlets in Central Saanich. 
Council was informed of the 
planned pub at the same 
meeting in a letter from Port’s 
lawyer, W.G, Helliesen.
In the toller, council was 
told the pub would seat 100 
persons and provide games, 
pohl and dancing and would
cost .$100,000. The decor was 
described as Spanish, with a 
fireplace,
Hellieson said Colt has had 
previous experience with a 
similar pub in Field, B.C.
Formal approval or 
rejection will come from the 
liquor control board. Under 
new regulations governing 
neighbourhood pubs, once 
council gives approval to one 
such facility, it has given its 
approval in principle to 
subsequent applications in the 
same category. Council 
recently granted approval to 
the Prairie Inn for a neigh­
bourhood pub.
Cliff Drydon of the LCB lias 
assured council, however, that 
the wishes of the community 
are taken into account when 
applications of this type are 
considered.
Somewhere near the Sidney 
International Airport there’s a 
kite eating tree; and several 
policemen, firemen and a pilot 
spent part of Thursday 
rescuing one of its victims.
Eleven-year-old Garry 
James had only flown his 
batwing kite once before, near 
his former home in England. 
He won it in a painting com­
petition.
Last week, accompanied by 
some friends, Garry decided 
to try out the kite from the 
roadway on Waxwing Place.
It flew well — up to 400 feet 
—. then disaster struck. The 
string became entangled in 
the tree and a sudden gust tore 
the end from Garry’s hand.
Then arrived the first of 
adult help. An RCMP officer 
drove up, telling Garry to take 
down his kite— itwas shewing 
up on the airport radar screen 
and was posing a danger to air 
navigation.
The boys tried climbing the 
tree, then got a ladder, but the 
string remained beyond their 
reach.
They went to the airport 
control tower and asked for 
help. The constable returned 
and drove them to the airport 
fire department.
A fire truck was sent out and 
one MoT fireman tried to 
roach the treetop with clim­
bing spikes and safety belt. He 
too was unsuccessful, RCMP 
personnel tried, equally un­
successfully, to capture the 
high-flying kite string with 
another kite.
Finally the manager of 
Flight Center Victoria, on his 
way to lunch, came up with 
the final solution, A small 
aircraft was ordered into the 
air, the string was cut and the 
kite recovered — in still 
perfect condition.
McKenzie Avenue/ Trans- 
Canada highway area, 
reduction of Victoria General 
hospital to approximately 200 
beds (and operated in con­
junction with the new major 
hospital) and approximately 
25 beds added to Jubilee 
hospital.
The regional hospital and 
health planning commission 
decided instead at a closed 
session last Wednesday to give 
the go-ahead to construction of 
the new peninsula general 
hospital at the Mount Newton 
Cross Road site already oc­
cupied by a 75 bed extended 
care hospital. The present 
building, completed in 1974, 
was designed with core 
facilities capable of serving 
the additional 75 acute care 
beds.
The decision to proceed 
followed consideration of a 
report commissioned by the 
region and carried out by 
Agnew Peckham and 
Associates of Toronto.
The hospital and health 
planning commission also 
decided at its April 2 meeting 
to keep the Agnew Peckham 
report secret.
Commission Chairman 
Robert Wallace said last week 
that he felt“ no useful purpose 
would be served” by releasing 
the report to the public, but 
offered no other reason for 
withholding it.
Hospital Board Chairman 
Art Young also said last week 
that the commission didn’t 
want people to “pick up on 
— a particular detail (of the 
report))” and make a major 
issue of it.
The Agnew Peckham 
report, despite doubts ex­
pressed earlier by the firm’s 
Vice-president Ronald 
McQueen, has also recom- 
mended that some obstetrics 
and pediatrics facilities ' be 
provided in the new peninsula 
hospital.
“The Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital should have the 
capability of permitting ob­
stetrical care for those 
patients and doctors who so 
choose,” the report states, 
“and for emergencies.”
These facilities should not
Continued on Page 2
Couple Will ‘Stay Put’ Despite Eviction Order
HEALTH REGULATIONS 'A CONVENIENT EXCUSE’ CHARGES BOAT OWNER
By PAT MANNING 
Speciai To The Sidney Review
ON BOARD THE 48-FOO'r BROCTON at Fisher­
mens Wharf, Margaret Lawson talks about living 
on a boat, as a way of life.
At a lime wlien the cost of 
housing continues to 
skyrocket, mortgage interest 
is, iiigii ami apartmenLs or 
iiouses to rent are vhTuaiiy 
impossible to find, many 
young people are turning to 
alternative lifeslylos — and 
finding (lie door once again 
slammed in their face, 
Margaret and Robert 
I.awson have been living 
alioard llicir 48 fool lioal at 
Fisliermen’s Wharf off 
Resthaven Drive since Sep-
lember, Slie is a teacher at a 
playschool in Deep Cove. He 
works at .lames Island. 'Pliey 
live alioard a boat liecause 
tliey like llial way of life and 
because it is enabling them to 
live reasonably enough to get 
on their feet financially.
“This is our home,” said 
Lawson.
“We've put a lot of energy, 
money and time into fixing the 
lioat up. It was a former 
Vancouver liarliour police 
lioat and we're restoring it. 
We believe in old things like 
this.”
I.ast week tlie Lawsons, 
along with other live-aboards 
at llie wharf, were told by 
Sidney town officials they 
must leave immediately 
lieeause tliey are con­
travening both federal and 
municipal regulations.
Federal regulations prohibit 
the ownei’ of any boat moored 
at the (lock fi’orn dumping 
garbage or waste into the 
water, A Sidney bylaw 
reijuires boats to be ('quipped 
willi a holding lank for sewage 
and to he hooked into a sewage 
facility while docki'd at a
marina or moored within a 
water lease area.
A notice was served to livo- 
aboard owners of boats 
stilling that because of the 
regulations and because 
complaints have been 
regislered with the Town “as 
to the nuisances being created 
by the pollution of the waters, 
unsanitary conditions and 
disturbances generally, it is 
forbidden to live on a vessel 
while berthed at the wharf.”
Lawson said he was upset 
because if there were com- 
Contiinied on Page 2
TOWN OFFICIALS are using health 
“as a convenient excuse to get rid of 
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Alderman Challenged
Over W ain Road Bylaw
TREDGETT ASKED TO WITHDRAW 
FROM DEBATE
For the second time in 
recent histor>' a North Saanich 
alderman was asked to with­
draw from debate, because of 
ownership of property near an 
undeveloped section of Wain 
Ri^ad.
•Aid. Peter Tredgett's right 
to remain at the council table 
was challenged Monday 
evening by .Aid. George 
Cumpston on a point erf order.
“I understand one of the 
aldermen owns property 
facing on Wain Road," 
Cumpston said, immediately 
after introduction of a bylaw 
that would have controlled 
development of the road 
behveen Derrick and Deep 
Cove.
Impact of the bylaw would 
have been to limit develop­
ment of the road to only that 
allowed in a specific plan, and 
would effectively have 
prohibited opening of the 
entire roadway unless 
agreement to do so wasTorth- 
coming from a two-thirds 
majoriw of council. The plan 
attached to the bylaw showed 
access to all lots in the un­
developed section, but left an 
undeveloped 200 feet section 
blocking access from one end 
to the other.
■After a brief discussion of 
the propertv’ of Tredgett’s 
involvement in debate (he did 
not speak on the matter) 
Mayor Paul Grieve requested 
that he sit in the gallery while 
the bylaw was considered.
Cumpston also challenged 
whether Tredgett’s voting on 
proceedings which brought 
the bylaw to council had been 
out of order.
He said he was not 
suggesting that Tredgett had
done anything wrong, but 
wondered whether his vote on 
preparation of the bylaw 
might render it invalid.
Grieve disagreed, however, 
saying that he didn’t think 
there had been "any 
irregularih’ to date.’’
A similar challenge was 
issued once before in the 
district with respect to Wain 
Road, when former .Aid Doug 
Boon’s status was questioned 
because of ownership by him 
of land in the same area.
Cumpston's challenge of 
Tredgett apparently had the 
desired effect, because the 
bylaw failed at first reading 
with Aid Cumpston, West- 
wood and Price in opposition. 
Mayor Grieve and Aid. 
Lapham and Shenvood su{>- 
ported its passage and 
Tredgett would likely have 
done the same. Grieve said 
Tuesday.
Council and residents in the 
area have been divided for 
sometime over the issue of 
opening of Wain Road 
though to the Deep Cove 
Road access to Madronna.
The bylaw was introduced. 
Grieve said, to allow orderly 
development of the through 
road when the district could 
afford to pay for it 
Without the bylaw, he said, 
property owmers could ef­
fectively q)en the road by the 
expedient of requesting 
permission to gain complete 
access to their property’. The 
result. Grieve said, could be a 
gravel road leading to a very 
narrow Deep Cove Road. This 
might then impose on the 
district the necessity of im­
proving the road before funds 
were avaOable to do so.
Couple “Stay Put” Despite Eviction Order
THREE-YEAR-OLD Jacquie Moore, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Mon^’ Moore, 9925 Fifth St., Sidney, 
poses beside the Winnie-the-Pooh she won recently 
in a Simpson Sears Limited colouring contest.
Continued from Page 1
plaints or problems no one had 
made any effort to come to 
him about them .. except to 
say "get out of here."
He said he was perfectly 
willing to put in a holding tank 
but he didn’t feel that was the 
main issue.
CONVENIENT EXCUSE
He feels the Town is using 
the regulations “as a con­
venient excuse to get rid of 
people they consider un­
desirable."
He said there were only 
seven boats being lived 
aboard on the part of the 
wharf designated for transient 
boats and that his was the only 
boat which had been there 
since -September. Most other 
boats come and go, he pointed 
out.
"We only stay here by 
necessity." he said.
"We have no where else to 
go."
He said moorage at a 
marina costs about SI per foot 
a month compared to the S6 a 
month winter rate and 40 cents 
a foot summer rate at a 
government wharf. For his 
boat, at a marina, he would be 
required to pay S50 a month 
plus electricity and most 
marinas require a full years 
payment in advance.
Besides, he said, if you’re 
living aboard, a marina won’t 
take vou.
SECRET STUDY EXPOSED
Last 5 Days! Ends April 15th!
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consist of an allocated ob­
stetric unit, the report 
recommends, “but use single 
rooms with space for the 
babies to room in. .A small 
nursery of three or four 
bassinets should be available 
for observ’ation immediately 
after birtE for holding a sick 
baby awaiting transfer, or for 
a baby whose mother is Ul or 
unable to care for it"
The report recommends 
against installation of a 
specific delivery room, but 
suggests instead that a 
surgical operating room be 
used for deliveries.
Consultants said in the 
report that they expected the 
current number of births 
(approximately 100 per year) 
to increase somewhat in the 
future.
On the subject of pediatric 
facilities, the consultants 
recommended that the new 
peninsula hospital "designate 
two or three rooms for care of 
children when necessary."
"There should not be a 
designated children's unit in 
the hospital, however." the 
report states, "since it would 
not be large enough to justify 
separate staffing. Children in 
need of other than basic 
medical and hospital care 
should be transferred to the 
Royal Jubilee Hospital." it 
was recommended.
Capsulizing their recom­
mendations on what role the 
new Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital should play, .Agnew 
Peckham again raised the 
suggestion that the facility- be 
located closer to Sidney.
"Although designated to be
a 75 bed general hospital 
located at the site of the 
existing Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, it has been 
suggested." the report states, 
“that a site closer to the Town 
of Sidney would be more 
appropriate in view of the 
recommendation for a new 
hospital in Saanich area. If so, 
the size might be reduced 
somewhat closer to 60 beds. In 
fact this would be a 
replacement for Rest Haven 
Hospital."
"Whether on its own site," 
the report continues, “or 
attached to the existing 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital, 
this would be a ty'pical small 
general hospital con­
centrating on medical and 
surgical care with a range of 
outpatient services.”
EDIE JONES SILKSCREEN 
FEATURED DOOR PRIZE 
AT ART SHOW
Marilyn fe^ls living aboard 
is a lifestyle most officials 
don't understand and "in­
stead of dealing with it they 
just want to get rid of it."
She said a lot of people 
seem to feel that those living 
on boats are on welfare or |“ 
living off unemployment.
ALL WORKING 
“That just isn't so." she 
said. “Everyone down here 
has a job and is working."
Sidney is a good place to buy 
things for your boat and fix it 
up, she said, adding, that then 
many people move on.
Lawson said they spend a lot 
of money in Sidney and are 
contributing to the economy.
"We’re not just milking the 
town."
He pointed out that many of 
the fishermen live aboard 
their boats and that even if 
they’re not liv’ing aboard, they 
are working on them during 
the day.
“I think it would be in­
teresting to inqure how many 
of them have holding tanks." 
he said. “They certainly don’t 
get in their car and go home to 
use the toilet."
NO F.ACILITIES 
-Another problem Lawson 
referred to was that there 
were no facilities that he knew 
of for emptying holding tanks.
Aid. Hugh Hollingworth told 
The Review Monday some 
members of council have been 
discussing with the public 
works department the 
possibility of establishing a 
dumping station or holding 
tanks to the municipal 
sewerage system.
He said that in fairness to 
the taxpayers, who are paying 
for a one-and-a-half million 
dollar plant to treat effluent, 
the Town cannot allow raw- 
sewage to be pumped into 
bays where there is little 
current or water fluctuation.
He said it was the Towns’ 
responsibility to police the 
wharf and to enforce the 
bylaw.
He added that the fishermen 
have complained ■ about 
garbage being strewn “all 
over the place" which they 
attribute to the live-aboards.
Lawson flatly denied this 
saying he had personally- 
cleaned up the wharf on oc­
casion and that he had found 
live-aboards cleaned up after 
working on their boats.
NO ONE 
COMPLAINED 
He said that nobody had 
ever complained to him and 
that all the fishermen he had 
talked to were not the least
concerned that they were 
living on their boat.
"1 just don't know who the 
fx.'ople involved in making the 
complaints could be." he said.
He said that he didn't want
to lx; involved in this hassle 
but that unless he and his wife 
quit their jobs he didn’t have 
any other choice but to stay.
“As far as I am concerned, 
I'm just going to stay piut."
CELEBRATE SPRING
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GASSING IN THE SUN 
AT FLINT MOTORS
.A well-known Peninsula 
artist who has been showing 
her work in the Saanich 
Peninsula .Arts and Crafts 
Show for the past 20 years is 
donating one of her silk 
screens as a door prize this 
year.
Edie Jones of McTavish 
Road told The Review she has 
been doing silk screens ex­
clusively for the past 10 years. 
She said she had no formal art 
training but studied with 
Herbert Siebner for one year 
and with Arnold Burrell for 
four years.
She began painting with oils 
but then discovered silk 
screen and hasn’t used any 
other medium since,
Jones said her designs are 
from nature • plants, land­
scapes and the various moods 
of nature. She mixes her own 
colours and prints through the 
screen.
The silk screen work she is 
donating to the art show is a 
winter swamp scene in blues, 
gold and white.
Over the years she Itas 
developed a more simplified 
form.
Jones said she txigan her art 
work after her family were 
grown and tries to six'txl a
certain amount of time at it 
each morning.
She had a one-man show at 
the Victoria .Art Gallery in 
1967 and has shown her work 
at many local shows since 
then. Her silk screens are in 
the Vancouver and Victoria 
.Art Galleries picture rental, at 
the Bau-Xi Gallery in \'an- 
couver, Island .Art in Sidney 
and P'rames and Things in 
Oak Bay.
At the 22nd annual S.P. .-Yrt-s 
and Crafts Show to be held this 
year on Saturday and Sunday, 
May 3 and 4 at .Sanscha Hall 
other door prizes will include a 
pottery casserole by Su.san 
I-apham and a stitchery by 
Lois Herbert.
Some of the display and 
demonstrations will include
hand potterx’ done by Dick 
Henson, weaving and quilting 
by Joan Dennis, sand casting 
by Phyl Sinclair, pot ten.' birds 
by Edith Landsdo^vne and 
wooden jewelery by Bill Bush.
Brian Travers-Smith will be 
the feature artist and his 
water colours will be on 
display and for sale.
“.All the club members 
paintings and crafts are going 
to be juried this year," 
spokesman Kay Ratcliffc told 
The Review,
The jurors will select works 
of particular merit. Ratcliffc 
explained.
.Maj.-Gen. G.R. Pearkes will 
open the show which will begin 
at 10 a.m. and go on till 6 p.rn, 
both days. Ratcliffe said.
2X6UTILITY THIS WEEK'S LUMBER SPECIAL 2xioutility
DRESSED CED.AR ‘




FOR THE HEAVY DUTY FARMER 
WE HAVE THE MUSCLE
BRENTWOOD BARGAIN 
BARN
Check our prices 
before you buy or sell anything
— Used Furniture — T.V.’s .Appliances.
— Tools — What have you.
For Prompt Free Estimates Phone C>52-17n







Ijocnlly owned, centrally located.
M'^Call Bros
FUNER.YL CIIAPEUS 
1400 Vancouver Street , 385-1465
t'anrtcir*
BEACON AT FIFTH 656*1922
Alt Purser Shows Off Our 108 H.P. Heavy Agri King By Case
------------ )
BUTLER BROTHERS
Farm & Industrial Equipment / Pumps & Irrigation
2070 KEATING .X ROAD Foi Rnn icp Tolnphono D'27ri5
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Scott Wallace Speaks To Seniors 
On Hospital Care
In an address at the Senior 
Citizens’ Centre, last week, 
Provincial Conservative 
Leader Dr. Scott Wallace 
described his recent visit to 
Alberta and tour of senior 
citizens’ housing and hospitals 
there.
He emphasized the primary 
consideration in housing the 
elderly was not just for 
‘survival’ purposes, but, 
hopefully, something more 
comfortable and compatible 
to their needs. Wallace noted 
that peoples’needs change 
with age, and the type of 
accommodation, health 
services and perambulatory 
aids had to be considered.
In Alberta, Wallace ^aid, an 
intensive survey was made 
into this problem and it was 
established that several levels 
of need were apparent: 1. the 
resthome type - which meant 
minimal care, supervision, 
dining and recreational 
facilities; 2. intermediate care 
- with nursing care, social 
workers, etc.; 3. extended 
care facilities with full nur­
sing and extended care ser­
vices.
In some instances, he said, 
these three levels are separate 
and scattered in location 
which results in disruptive 
moves for the patient as his 
physical or mental 
deterioration progresses. This 
is why Alberta has developed 
single complex facilities with 
all three levels of care in an 
attractive, homelike type of 
accommodation for seniors. 
He mentioned a new complex 
in Calgary which was a 
particularly excellent 
example of this planning. He 
said there was a new complex 
in Penticton which had two 
levels of care and was also 
very attractive and amenable 
to the needs of its inhabitants.
Dr. Wallace said he was 
discouraged by the lack of 
progress in this field in B.C. 
He hopes in the future to play 
a part in a B.C. plan which 
could be arranged without 
fantastic costs. He felt no 
government or party can be 
patronizing or partisan in 
dealing with the needs of 
senior citizens. In B.C., he 
said, neither the Socred nor 
the N.D.P. were prepared to 
finance such facilities alone; 
they both expected federal
assistance. The Saanich 
Peninsula Extended Care and 
proposed and long-planned 
Acute Care Hospitals are to be 
half and half, financed by the 
provincial and federal 
governments. There is a great 
need here for intermediate 
care, he said, and seeing that 
Alberta had pioneered in this 
area as long as 10 years ago, 
B.C. should be able to draw 
upon their ‘know’how’ and 
experience.
Dr. Wallace also said there 
was a tremendous need for 
home help, to enable the 
elderly to stay in their homes 
as long as possible. He stated 
the philosophy of a 
government can “make things 
happen”, as had happened in 
Alberta.
In B.C., he feels, we have 
gone too far in helping some to 
an excessive degree, and then 
giving nothing to others — 
especially in the intermediate 
care level. In extended care 
hospitals patients are only 
required to pay $1 a day, to the 
neglect of others who did not 
need extended care aid. In 
Alberta, the cost was $3 a day 
to a patient in any of the three 
levels of care with the 
provincial government paying 
$11.25, totalling the cost to 
$14.25 per day per person. In 
answer to a question from the 
floor. Dr. Wallace said the 
cost in B.C. nursing homes 
varied from $500 a month to at 
least $900 in homes which 
were run for profit. When a 
patient’s resources have 
dwindled, welfare had to 
subsidize the cost of their care 
in these homes, he said.
Dr. Wallace explained the 
difficulties of investigations 
into unethical private homes, 
the need for constant super­
vision, the minimum wage 
paid many of the employees, 
the constant turn-over of staff, 
the shortage of beds resulting 
in the relaxing of regulations 
dealing with footage per 
person, heating, number of 
bathrooms, etc. There were 
just not enough inspectors to 
ensure topnotch care, he said.
He felt the planner on the 
local Hospital Regional Board 
had done a terrific job of 
planning, reviewing plans, 
studies, and replanning plans, 
but had gone nowhere in 
establishing the Acute Care
LOCAL DANCERS COMPETE IN VICTORIA
Sidney was well represented 
at the recent Empress Hotel 
Highland Gathering by 
dancers Winona White, Coleen 
Tiffany, Debbie Crampton, 
Leah Haley, Jennifer Lindsay 
and Christopher Lindsay.
Debbie Crampton won a 
gold medal in the sword dance 
and Jennifer Lindsay placed 
third in the dancer of the year 
class.
There were about 500 
competitors from Winnipeg 
west, Washington and Oregon. 
A top winner in the Pre-Open 
National class was Gail 
Gardner of Duncan, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Gard­
ner and grand daughter of 
Alderman and Mrs. Wilkie 
Gardner. The judges were 'the 
top Canadian and Scottish 
Piping, Drumming and 
Dancing Judges.
NO INJURIES
There were no injuries in a 
single-vehicle accident on 
Third Street, Sidney on April 
6.
The vehicle driven by 
Clifford Schmidt, 9819 Thirc 
St., struck a telephone pole.
Damage was estimated at 
$400.
Hospital needed on the 
peninsula. The Agnew- 
Peckham Report made in 1908 
was once more being 
reviewed, even though its 
findings were concisive, he 
said.
We have many skilled ex­
perts in B.C., he said, without 
bringing in help from Toronto; 
and is afraid obstetrics and 
pediatrics would be two 
services not deemed 
necessary in the proposed 75- 
bed addition; and yet, both 
these were most needed in this 
area once Resthaven Hospital 
has been phased out.
In answer to questions, he 
advised the Hospital Regional 
Board should be besieged both 
privately, and by petition to 
include these two vital 
medical departments in the 
proposed new Acute Care 
Hospital.
Walter Villers, president of 
the Senior Citizens’ Housing, 
then asked an ex-Albertan, 
Earl Hoover, to move a vote of 
thanks to Dr. Wallace on 
behalf of the Society.
. . V h''
-..... ...s\,
Groceries - Fruit - Vegetables 
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH & CARRY
LTD.
Phone 656-1171
MEN OF THE CANADIAN 
SCOTTISH REGIMENT, (Princess 
Mary’s) under the command of Lt. 
Col. Richard Talbot, of Sidney, 
deploy from their helicopters to 
engage an enemy held landing strip 
during the weekend in the Comox 
area. Twenty-three helicopters of 
the 540th Aviation Company,
Washington State National Guard 
joined the unit in practicing air­
mobile skills and infantry 
operations. Also involved in the 
exercise were members of Vic­
toria’s HMCS Malahat and Van­




to the first person who can find me a two or 
three bedroom house to rent in Sidney or 
North Saanich, May 1 occupancy, rent to 
$250 per month. Phone 056-5933 evenings.
CENTRAL SAANICH LIONS OPEN DEN
On Saturday, April 5, nearly 
two hundred people attended 
the official opening of the new 
Central Saanich Lions Den on 
East Saanich Road near 
Central Saanich Road.
After the opening welcome 
by Central Saanich Lion’s 
President Ron Tidman, 
Alderman George Mac- 
Farlane, representing Mayor 
Jean Butler, cut the ribbon 
officially opening the hall.
The Reverend Ivan Futter 
then blessed the project.
Willard Michell brought 
back memories to many of 
those present and enlightened 
many of the new comers as he 
recounted pertinent points in 
history of the former Tem­
perance Hall.
Building Chairman Ed Gait 
called the project a one 
hundred per cent effort by 
every Central Saanich Lion 
and emphasized the splendid 
support from local firms in 
their generosity and 
cooperation with needed
supplies and items of equip­
ment.
Lion’s District Governor 
Charles Mowbray praised the 
efforts of the Central Saanich 
Lions Club and asked the 
community to lend continued 
support to the club as it serves 
the community. The District 
Governor then presented 
awards of distinction to the 
President for the increased 
membership over the past 
year.
Following the official 
speeches, two Brownies from 
the First Keating Pack, 
Christine and Darlene 
Remain, presented the 
President with a large brown 
teapot to be used in the liall’s 
kitchen.
A large bouquet of flowers 
sent by the Mayor and Council 
of Central Saanich as a 
gesture of congratulations, 
decorated the stage along with 
several vases of daffodils.
The Lionettes served sand­
wiches, cake, and coffee to an
SiLVER THREADS
WE ARE GROWING 
TO MEET THE DEMAND!
\ J,.,
Sidney Rental's Charlie Richmond With Sidney 
Contractor Art Moshagen Work On The 
New Office
SIDNEY RENTALS
9773 Fifth St. 656-5541
appreciative gathering.
Already very much in 
demand, the new hall may be
rented by contacting Hall 
Manager Lion Henry Johnson 
at 652-3614
We Buy And Sell Everything
Highest Cash Paid For Used Furniture, 
Appliances, Tools, What Have You.
OPEN EVERY DAY INCLUDING SUNDAY
THE BARGAIN HOUSE
2372 BEACON AVE. 656.3621
iraefofQll!
Thurs., Apr. 10 9:30 a.m. Carpet Bowling, 10:00 a.m.
Liquid Embroidery - Weaving, Noon - 
Lunch, 1:00 p.m. - Dressmaking - Bridge - 
Beadwork, 7:00 p.m. - Crib.
Fri., Apr. 11 10:00 a.m. - Needlepoint - Keep fit-
Quilting, Noon - Lunch, 1:30 - Stretch & 
Sew-Knitting, 2:00 p.m. - Jacko, 7:00 p.m. 
- Evening Cards.
Sat., Apr. 12 1:00 p.m. to4 :00 p.m. - Open for Drop-ins,
Sun., Apr. 13 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. - Open for Drop-ins
Mon., Apr, 14 10:00 a.m. - Quilting - Ceramics.
Noon - Lunch
1:00 p.m. - French - Ceramics, 2:00 p.m. - 
Films.
Tues. Apr, 15 10:00.a.m. - Oil Painting - Serenaders
practice. Noon - Lunch, 1:00 p.m. - 
Watercolours - Oils, 1:15 p.m. - Whist, 7:00 
p.m. - Shufflcboard.
Wed. Apr. 16 10:00 a.m. - Rug Hooking - Novelties, 10:30
a.m. - Mah-jongg, Noon - Hot Dinner with 
Sandy McAdam and friend, 2:00 p.m, - 
Concert, 7:00 p.m. - Band Practice.
DAILY: Horseshoes - Cards - Shulfleboard. Morning coffee 
and afternoon tea served every day Mon. to Fri. with a special 




CLERK III (MnchineOperator-Bookkeeper) 
CLERK III (Clerlc-Stenogrnphor) 
(Approximatesalary range$002.00 -$693,00)
Applications are invited from suitably qualified per­
sons for these two Clerk III positions, 7 hours per day, 
effective April 2lsh 1975, at the School District Ad­
ministration (Jffiee, Sidney, B.C.
Clerk 111: Machine Operator •— Bookkeeper, This 
position requires a person with an aptitude and inlerest 
in machine operation, payrolls, bookkeeping and data 
processing. Exptirionce in the operation of an NCR 
Bookkeeping Machine would be desirable,
Clerk III: Clork-Stenograplior. This position requires 
a person witli competence in typing and some ox- 
licrienco in dictating machine transcription, togettier 
witli a knowledge of record-keeping,
Application forms are availalile from tlie Seliool Hoard 
Office, 656-1111. Closing date is 12 o-clock noon, 
Tuesday, April 15th. 1975.
R.S, Ingram, Sccrolary-Trcasiirer 
School District No, 63 (Saanieli) 




LOOK! REGULAR GAS 61.9
Why Serve Yourself?
We Serve You. Some Price.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Use Your Esso or Chargex for Gas or Meals
PatBay llwy, atMt. Newton X Road
Take the whole family to Sunday dinner at 
the Sherwood Dining Room. Little people 
will love Tony Eng’s free magic shows and 
the special ‘Robin Hood’ menu. All kinds of 
fun and,tasty treats, with kicis’ dinners as 
low as“95c‘’: (and that’s the klhd of magic ' 
mom anci dad appreciate too.) ’ ..• : ;
3 Free Shows every Sunday.
For reservations, phone 386-1422
Shetwood (§) ^ark^nn
We can make 
your day...
12:1 GOUGE ROAD EAST, ON HIGHWAY lA, VICTORIA, H.C.
NEW OWNERS COME TO 
SIDNEY NEWS AND VARIETY
iffp : Li ’ 1 ■'
, .AiTand llaiTletCrltchlHun, new owners of Sidney News and 'Variety, eoine toSIdney from Kenora,
OnUirlo, “We hope, we can mainUiin the fine service of Mr. and Mrs. Ilnrr, especially tlie warm 
triendly atmospliere here In the store. We expect to make few changes at present. VVe welcome 
suggestions from our customers.'' Harriet, an ex school teacher hopes to learn more ahont laisIneHS.
“Kidney Is Hie most heantifiil spot I've ever seen,''
Please drop in and say hello!
SIDNEY NEWS AND VARIETY
2440 BEACON AVE. 656-2345
HU
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, B.C.Published at Sidney, Vancouver Island,
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9831 Third Street 
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damn the torpedoes — '\
FULL SpEED ASTERM ! J>
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Fine Line
The minor furor that developed at North Saanich 
council Monday evening, over ownership of land by 
Aid. Peter Tredgett, can be looked at in two rather 
different veins.
One the one hand, Tredgett could in no way gain 
from passage of the bylaw (or its failure) and 
might, as Mayor Paul Grieve has argued, been in 
no different position than any elected official voting 
on the annual budget. A ballot cast one way or the 
other at budget time certainly has an effect on a 
property owning alderman, but is accepted 
practice — for otherwise there’d be no one leh to 
vote in most municipalities.
On the other hand, however, rests the argument 
that road construction near any parcel of land 
might have some effect on its value, and thus its 
owner should remove himself from the debate.
It’s a fine line, and one that all members of all 
elected bodies should constantly consider.
And the case at North Saanich is one, we believe, 
that falls close to that line and might well have 
merited more forethought.
We aren’t sure whether we’d object to Aid. 
Tredgett voting on the bylaw to limit Wain Road 
development, but we would have preferred to see 
him raise the issue when discussion of the proposed 
bylaw first began some weeks ago.
Council could then have easily decided on which 
side of the conflict-of-interest line his land 
ownership lay, and allowed him to remain or asked 
him to leave as it saw fit.
At least three of his fellow aldermen said Monday 
that they were unaware of his ownership of this 
property.
An earlier announcement of his involvement, we 
believe, might have effectively neutralized any 
suspicion of motive that now must exist.
-SidnEW
-JREUIEW
Anglicaii Church of Canada
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH
Sunday, April 13,1975 
■ST. MARY’S
9:45 a.m. Holy Communion 
7:30 p.m. Commissioning 
Service for the mission 








in the Hall 
Matins
Anglican Church of Canada
THE PARISH OF 
NORTH SAANICH
AND SO DIES THE DOZEN
by n.V. GREEN 
Former Review Editor 
Now that Celsius tem­
peratures are established and 
metric symbols adorn the 
tubes of toothpaste, it is only a
matter of time before we shall 
be asked to forget tliat twelve 
dozen of a kind equals a gross. 
We are told that 95 per cent of 
the world uses metric weights 
and measures, and that
Canada must conform in order 
to continue trading overseas.
We must therefore be 
prepared to abandon the dozen 
count in trading and in 
thinking if we are to compete
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A Cross Section
A while ago I was asked if I preferred being 
called a ‘Senior Citizen’, or an ‘Older Person’. I 
said, with truth, I couldn’t care less. Since then I 
have taken a more serious look and realise that the 
term Senior Citizen carries the same opprobrium 
for some mindless people as did the term teenager 
yhen applied to the young in the earlier post war 
years.
’ Our propensity for putting people into categories 
and labelling them has the disastrous effect of 
separating them from society as a whole while 
robbing them of their individuality.
Senior citizens are not a ‘peculiar people’ or 
humanoids from a far planet, they are individuals 
who happen to have been born 65 or more years 
ago. They are not of one faith, nor of one political
YOUNGSTER kept 
busy during school 
vacation last week, 
sweeping the driveway 
in front of Sidney’s fire
Not too long ago we had a 
couple of local citizens 
complaining about why we 
have to have dugouts, 
uniforms, etc. that we didn’t 
have years ago. Well, at the 
same time these same people 
maybe able to answer us on 
why they drive new cars, 
instead of old ones, why they 
have color T.V.’s instead of 
black and white.
It is much easier physically 
on both young and old if the 
grounds and equipment are up 
to par.
I now belong to a fastball 
team that travels up to 200 
miles. We play for money and 
trophies and also put in many 
hours of our own voluntarily 
and almost every diamond is 
kept up by the local town or 
some other club - Kinsmen, 
Elks, etc.
This all adds up to us adults 
giving and having more time 
to help our younger generation 
.earn about and play their 
favourite sport.
Sidney hasn’t lost anything, 
but has gained many hours of 
enjoyment for fans of all ages. 
Plus helping the local mer-
persuasion; they do not vote en masse, nor do they
think with one mind. They are not only senior I doing it.
citizens, they are senior members of families; they 
have children, grandchildren, and in some cases, 
great-grandchildren. Strange as it may seem, they 
still have a pretty fair idea of how the world wags.
Within their group they have the drones and the 
workers; the whiners and the stoics; the trouble 
makers, who would rather destroy an active group 
than join it, and those, fortunately in the majority, 
who give freely of their time and ability to improve 
the lot of all.
They are, in fact, a pretty good cross section of 
society.
Guest Editorial from the 
Silver Threads Newsletter
the young man replied: 
“Because I’ve finished 
the other side of the 
street.’’
Corn rn unica tion
At the risk of once again feeling the wrath of 
volunteer firemen from Sidney and North Saanich, 
we believe that some comment is necessary in the 
aftermath of a boat fire at Bosun’s Marina Monday 
morning.
Most important, we believe, is the need for some 
explanation of the three-quarter hour delay before 
the first alarm was answered by the Sidney Fire 
Department.
We are certain that firemen themselves are not 
to blame, but an obvious communication problem 
exists somewhere in the system when three 
separate telephone calls are necessary before an 
alarm is answered.
Perhaps some error was made by the person 
placing the call, perhaps there was confusion at the 
answering service that receives emergency calls, 
and perhaps the problem lies within the Sidney fire 
hall ilijelf.
Wherever the problem, it should be found, and 
soon.
The second problem, we believe, is also a matter 
of communication.
Repeated attempts the day after the fire, to 
determine whether an investigation had revealed 
its probably cause, indicated instead that no in­
vestigation was being carried out — apparently the 
result of a misunderstanding between the two fire 
departments and their respective chief officers.
Sidney Chief Hugh Loney said that North Saanich 
Chief Ron Fvans would he making an official 
report. Evans said all ho knew about the fire he’d 
heard on the radio. Neither seemed willing to ac­
cept resiionsibllity for follow-up on the fire.
Again, we’re not sure where the problem rests, 
but it's one that also ought to be solved before it 
gels out qf hand.
.Editor. The Review. Sir:
I wish to add a word of 
support on behalf of the Sidney 
Softball Association.
1 have spent near on 25 
years in Sidney and recently 
took up residence in Alberta, 
but some day 1 hope to return 
to Sidney. I have played all my 
sports years in Sidney and 
have seen nothing but 
progress to the whole area of 
Sanscha since the Sidney 
softball Association was 
formed 5 or 6 years ago.
The hours we volunteerec 
wasn’t just for our own 
diamond but for Pony League 
and Little league diamonds, 
where hundred’s o 
youngsters had many hours o 
enjoyment, with a great 
number of Sidney Softbal 
members officiating anc 
organizing their games, 1 also 
wish to add Unit there were 
very few parents in the stands 
watching their boys play.
am
chants in many ways. So I 
hope more citizens will help 
and go out to a game. I 





Editor, The Review, Sir:
I read with much interest 
one of tlje copies of your 
newspaper received by Post 
recently that some fellow was 
calling into question the very 
existence of Lt. Col. James 
Brown-Hardinge.
Since my father was one of 
his best friends I feel I must 
jump to his defence. Indeed 
‘Jumbo’ Brown-Hardinge 
exists. He almost was one of 
my Godparents. However my 
baptism conflicted with a 
weekend of pig sticking 
organised by a Ghurka 
regiment and Jumbo (putting 
first things first) had to attend 
that ceremony rather than 
mine.
Soon he’ll hit the century. 
Bravo Jumbo!
Yours etc.
Henry L.T. Redd Cayonter
Warning
Kite Flyers Code
Youngsters who fly kites 
near electric powerlines are 
inviting tragedy, warns Dave 
Johnston, B.C. Hydro’s safety 
training officer on Vancouver 
Island.
“It wasn’t long ago that a 
Lower Mainland man was 
fatally injured, apparently 
while attempting to free a kite 
from a high-voltage line,’’ he 
cautions.
\
“Children should never try 
to remove a kite from a 
powerline, pole or tran­
smission tower,’’ Johnston 
says. “And that goes for 
adults as well." Only trained 
linemen have the experience
and equipment to work near 
high-voltage lines in safety.
“Even a damp cord can act 
as an electrical conductor if 
the cord brushes a powerline. 
So play safe. Better to lose a 
kite than risk very serious 
injury.”
Each year kites cross 
powerlines, often causing 
widespread power in­
terruptions and inconvenience 
to the public, as well as danger 
to the youngsters flying them.
B.C, Hydro urges all parents 
to cut out the following Kite 
Flyers Code, and impress on 
their children the necessity to 
observe these simple safety 
rules
1. Fly kites only in open fields or parks, well away from 
powerlines, transmission towers and poles.
2. Use perfectly dry string, never wire or metallic string,
3. Never try to remove a kite should it catch on a powerline, 
tower or pole, Release the cord before it strikes a powerline.
4. Don't use any metal in making a kite,
5. Don’t fly a kite on or near a road, highway or airport.
G. Never fly a kite in wet or stormy weather.
7. Have fun — but always obey the safety rules!
OBITUARIES
I’EAUSON
At Rost Haven Hospital, 
Sidney, B.C, on April 5, 1075, 
Mr. Stanley Pearson, ago 74 
years. Born in Brantford, 
Ontario and had boon a 
resident of Sidney, B.C, for 
many years, late residence, 
OlUil Third Street. Ho leaves 
his wife, Mabel, at home; one 
daughter, Mrs, Thomas 
(Joan) Cooper, Courtenay, 
B.C.; sons, Walter, I’ort 
McNeill, B.C,, Harold (Bud), 
Terrace, B.C., Fred, Cum­
berland, B.C,; 17 grand­
children; seven great- 
grandehildren, brothers. Cliff, 
Hoy, Glen and Norman, 
Sidney, B,C., Boh and Jim, 
Vietorla, B.C, The late Mr, 
Pearson served overseas 
during the First World War 
anti served in Canaila during
the second World War, and 
was a member of the Army, 
Navy and Air Force Veterans, 
Sidney Unit No. 302,
Service was held in the 
Sands funeral Chapel of 
Roses, Sidney, B.C, on 
Monday, April 7, 1975' at 3;()0 
p.m, Rev, Peter Parker of­
ficiating; cremation. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Those so 
desiring may contribute to tlie 
Queen Alexandra Solarium, 
2400 Arbutus ltd., Vietorla, 
B.C,
UUDD
Suddenly at the residence on 
April 1, 1075, Margery Mary 
Budd, beloved wife of William 
Clarence Budd of 1271 Mount 
Newton Cross Road, Victoria, 
born In Medicine Hat and
resident in Victoria since 19(10, 
formerly of Vancouver and 
Edmonton. She also leaves lier 
daughter, Barbara May 
O’Shaughnessy of Naiuilmo; 2 
granddaughters, Maureen 
Mary and Kathryn; 1 grand­
son Michael; 1 sister. Hazel 
Bowstead of Edmonton and 1 
brother, Stanley Crittenden of 
Williams Lake,
Funeral service was held in 
St. Stephen’s CInireh, Mount 
Newton Cross Hoad, on 
l'’riday, April 4 at 3;()0 p.m, 
with the Rev. Ivan l''utler 
officiating, followed liy 
e r e m a lion. ( b' 1 o w (* r s 
gratefully declined, Donations 
if desired, may be made to Hie 
Cancer l•’und, 1157 Caledonia 
Ave,, Victoria), McCall Bros, 
Funeral Direelors in charge of 
arrangements.
successfully in a world that is 
metric, say the pundits. 
However much we may regret 
it, the dozen is doomed in a 
world ruled exclusively by 
digits and dots.
“I never could make out 
what those damned dots 
meant,” said the late Lord 
Randolph Churchill, way back 
in the days when there were a 
dozen pennies in a shilling and 
twenty dozen pence in the 
pound sterling.
It took a lot of heart sear­
ching before the British 
decimalized their coinage. 
Even then, with a charac­
teristic perversity, a half­
penny coin introduced a 
fraction into the metric 
system as a reminder of 
pounds, shillings and pence.
Much as we may regret it 
the dozen will be as archaic as 
the guinea and the shekel, as 
obsolete as the dinosaur and 
the dodo. This is a pity, for the 
dozen is a familiar and 
satisfying quantity, with an 
origin way back in antiquity.
Presumably we shall retain 
a dozen months in the year 
and a dozen signs of the 
Zodiac, It is in our day by day 
transactions that it will be 
missed. True, the ‘baker’s 
dozen’ of thirteen buns at the 
bakery is no longer either 
offered or expected, and it is 
difficult to think of anything 
that is actually cheaper by the 
dozen today.
In commerce the number of 
articles that are assembled by 
the dozen and shipped by the 
gross are too numerous to 
calculate. Exercises to change 
to counts of ten and multiples 
of that number will be costly 
to both manufacturer and 
customer. Imagine the disgust 
of the housewife when on 
opening her carton of Grade A 
Large only ten are revealed.
Will we benefit financially- 
when matches and pipe 
cleaners are reduced to ten in 
the pack? Not very likely, 
having accepted the ounce 
tin of salmon, the 14 ounce 
packet of biscuits and the 31); 
ounce slab of chocolate 
without a murmer in recent 
times, .Short weiglit with short 
change is becoming common. 
Thinking metrically, the 
dozen must lose all 
significance. Instead of the 
‘daily dozen’ push-ups, knees- 
bend or arms-streteb the 
count of ten will suffice to tone 
up the system.
As willi all such drastic 
innovations, it is tlie old folk 
who will have most difficulty 
in adapting to the foreign 
standards of grams, litres and 
metres. Verbal transpositions 
of old sayings as, for instance, 
“a miss is as good as a 
kilometre” is just ridiculous. 
On the other hand, 
youngsters will have no regret 
at tile passing of puzzling 
measurements sueli as nxls, 
poles, perches, ami other 
difficult to remember terms in 
die AngloSaxon tables of 
weights and measures.
But the dozen lias always 
lieen a pecularily satisfying 
quantity: a dozen of vintage 
wine to lay down in the cellar. 
How often we liear tlie phrase 
“I’ll take a dozen," nr reply 
“dozens of times” when un­
certain of an exact numlier. 
Dozens of times in ordinary 
conversation we use tlu' wonl, 
.'Niiy lireak with tradition 
must meet witii resistance, 
and the very tlioiiglit of con­
verting to th(' metric system is 
repugnant to some wlio order 
tlieir old school ties by die 
dozcMi, "By Gad, .Sir, a club­
man in Victoria was heard to 
protest, "if metric liaii any 
divine recognition there'd 
have bei'ii only ten disciples!”
“A SPIRIT-FILLED 
FELLOWSHIP” 
Exalting Jesus Christ as 
Saviour, Healer, Baptizer 
with the Holy Spirit and 
Returning King.
Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 
a.m.
Evening Praise 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, April 13,1975 
National Opinion Poll on 
Church Union for all 
Anglicans, at the 10:00 a.m. 
service. Holy Trinity and 
the 11:15 a.m. service St. 
Andrew’s
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH 
Patricia Bay




8:00 a.m. Holy Communion 
11:15 a.m. Morning Prayer 





Nursery care is provided.
Tuesday 
Praise and
Expression 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday 
Bible Study 7:30 p.m. 




9925 FIFTH STREET 




Sunday, April 13,1975 
9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible
School
11:00 a.m. “Supports for
the Christian Life” 
7:00 p.m. Did not my heart 
Go with Thee?”
Pastor Darrel Eddy 
656-5012
Tuesday, 6:30 p.m. 
Pioneer Girls 
Wednesday, 7:30 p. m. 
“Bible Study and 
Prayer Time 
The Parables of Jesus
Pastor Darrel Eddy 
656-5012
'eace Lutheran Church 
2295 Weiler Ave.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Service 11:00 





First Memorial Chapel 
4725 PTilaise Cres. Royal 
Oak
Vacancy Pastor 




HesI Haven Drive, Sidney 
. SERVICES





Pastor A, Ramsay 
Plione656-‘27.5ri' 
656-1121
ASSEMBLY OF GOD 
(P.A.O.C.)
9182 E, Saanich Ud, 
North off McTavish Rd.
Sunday, April 111, 1975 
9;45a,m, Sunday Scliool 
11 ;0() a,m. Morning Wor­
ship
’ Toiiic l'''is!i or Slieep 
Monday 6:30 p.m. 
Crusaders
Tueday 7:30 p.m, Bible 
Study iV Prayer 
Saturday 7:00 p.ni. Youth
\'OU ARE ALWAYS 
WELCOME








Sunday April 13,1975 




Parish Poll on 
Church Union 
Rev. W. Dobson 652-3860
United Church 
Of Canada 
SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office - 6563213 
Manse-656-1930 
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
Service Worship 9:30 a.m.
ST. PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Services of Worship 11:00 
a.m.
Services of Worship 11:00 
a.m.
SundaySchool 11:00 a.m. 
CENTRAL SAANICH 
Rev. JohnM. Wood, B.A. 
Church Office 652-2713 
Manse 652-2748 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 EastSaanich Road 
Family Service and 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
SIDNEY BIBLE CHAPEL
9830 5 th Street 
Sunday 
9:30 a.m. The Lord’s
Supper
11:00 a.m. Family Bible
Hour
and Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening Service 
Wednesday 
8p.m. Prayer & Bible Study 
Jesus said









Morning Worship 11:00 
a.m.
Praise Wednesday 8:00 
p.m.
Y ou ng P eoplc F r ida y 7:30 
p. m.
WELCOMli!
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Saturday Mass 8 p.m.
Sunday Mass 9 a.m.
ST ELIZABE I H’S CHURCH !
10030 Third St. Sidney 
Sunday Masses ]0:15 
& 11:15
Weekday Masses 





'four six community Chnpols. 
Indoponclont Family Owned 
and Controlled. Sands since 
191J.
WE CARE 
Dedicated to Service 
Seivsible Prices
Sands Chapel of Roses 
I'^Mirtli Street 
iSIONfOY
Spoclallzlno In shipping to or 
from anywlioro. Call colicci
jUfSHtt iNmHMTiom nicMT r/iin
REMOVAl.AND 
MEMORIAL SERVICE
Sprvlng V/nnroiivnr Island 
Call Collect
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The Jack Scott Column The Small Type
Most newspapers take what 
we call readership surveys 
from time to time to deter­
mine the appetites of the 
mysterious public.
Quite frequently, slipping 
into a false beard and pulling a 
deer-stalker low over my 
eyes, I sneak around to that 
department to take a quick 
reading on my own 
discriminating following.
It’s always a little 
discouraging to find thiit the 
most popular feature in the 
paper, day after day, year 
after year, is written by the 
public, itself, presented 
austerely and devoid of 
scandal, controversy or any of 
those other ingredients 
supposedly sure-fire.
There’s no prize whatever 
for guessing that I’m speaking
of the Classified Want Ad 
Section.
The agate type of those 
crowded pages, in big 
newspapers or small 
newspapers, is scanned more 
devotedly than any other part 
of the paper.
I’ve been talking this week 
with some of the people who 
run that end of things and it 
occurred to me tliat you mieht
be interested in tlie story ol 
this newspaper-wi thin-a- 
newspaper. That’s really what 
it is, of course. The fact is, if 
you read only the classified 
ads you’d have a pretty ac­
curate and well-balanced 
picture of a town, in many 
ways more complete by itself 
than the news side alone can 
provide.
I’m reminded of a good
riend of mine who began his 
career as a street corner 
newsvendor, now a resjx'c- 
table bartender, who put this 
theory to work.
On days whim the headlines 
were not sufficiently 
provocative or frightening to 
push jKipers he’d tote iqi the 
numbi'r of deaths in the 
classified obituary column. 








or whalevi-r the 
might be and it 
his mci’ebandise
i cursory glance at 
will give the 
a barometer
Should Sidney Town Council Take 




I should think so.
I think it’s about time 




It sounds like an 
excellent idea.
Somebody should get 
things squared up and 









Yes, I think so.
It’s fouling everything 
up right now.
The lockout is hurting 
people.
It would be a good 






No. Leave them out.
They’bve been offered 
a good settlement.
I think they should go 
back to work on what 
they’ve been offered.




I think they should.
It’s about time we got 
something done about it.
I think they should 





Leave them locked 
out until the strike is 
settled.
I think the unions are 
crippling the whole 
economy by going on so 
long.
The Citizens Association to 
Save the Environment 
(CA.SE) will hold a Spring 
Food Festival on Saturday, 
April 12, from 10 a.m. to.l p.m. 
in the Fellowship Hall of the 
First United Church, 
Balmoral and Quadra, Vic­
toria,
The purpose of the festival is 
to acquaint people with the 
nutrient and economic ad­
vantages of using basic 
natural foods.
Spring Food Festival
Along with tho displays of 
food and demonstrations of 
food preparation will be 
displays on organic gar­
dening, stressing the need for 
healthy soil as an essential 
base for the growing of 
healthy produce,
Among the many demon­
strations taking place will be
bread baking, butter chur­
ning, yogurt preparation, 
making vegetable soup and 
salads and dressings.
The versatility and use of 
the soybean and its products 
will be demonstrated in a 
variety of dishes. This 
demonstration will be of
particular interest to those 
who wish to reduce their meat 
consumption with soy bean 
substitutes.
All age groups will find 
interesting displays on infant 
feeding, foods for the elderly, 
school lunches, knapsack 
foods, snack foods and others.
Crain grinding and drying 
(preserving) foods will con­
stitute other interesting 
displays for those who want to 
“do their own.’’
reading of a town'.s eeoaomie 
growth or decline and a 
continuing, statistical picture 
of those who arc arriving, 
merging or departing.
It is a kind of old-fashioned 
markel-in-type with a mass of 
trade between pcoiile, a filip of 
gossip provided under the 
heading, ■T’ersonar' and a 
chronicle of daily activities 
that are often refined out of 
the news columns,
The stranger in the town 
may be bewildered by the 
purely local issues which 
make the news, but wherever 
he may ' be tho classified 
section will provide orien­
tation.
I suppose there are few 
people whose lives haven’t 
been affected one way or the 
other by the want ads. A 
career may begin there, a 
home may be found or, for 
that matter, a husband or 
wife. For that reason it has the 
intimacy and impact that goes 
beyond mere news.
In those larger cities 
where there are still com­
peting newspapers classified 
is the key to being first or 
second.
The handling of the news, 
the appearance of a paper and 
the features are all factors in a 
circulation war, but the paper 
with the largest classified 
lineage will be virtually im­
pregnable.
That’s one reason the want 
ad rates are so much lower 
proportionately than the 
display ads. Even in the 
largest papers there are 
certain montlis when that 
section operates in the red in 
terms of paying its share of 
the production costs.
Classified, alone, because of 
the processing and ■ staff it 
requires, could not provide the 
revenue to maintain 
publication. Thai explains the 
bargain rates, tliat intangible 
goal of readership and, as I 
say, it’s discouraging.
I have been sitting here 
brooding about the fact that if 
1 offered to swap a good 
second-hand wheel-barrow, 
my own rating ia the surveys 
would go up like magic.
SPARE THE ROD...
Six Central Saanich 
juveniles were picked up by 
police for firing a .22 calibre 
rifle at mail boxes on April 
police reported.
The shooting incident oc­
curred in the vicinity of 
Verling and West Saanich 
Road.
Police said parents of the 
juveniles w'ere advised and 
punishment meted out by 
them “would exceed anything 
the court would have handed 
out.’’
The juveniles will be ex­
pected to repair the mail 
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STEAKEHES 5,.„.J990 SALAMI jpa,,
 
PRICES EFFECTIVE I’lUJUS., FBI. Hi .SAT.
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER LTD.
7005 E. Saanich Rtl. 65Z-2411
New Store Hours I1T> Monday 'Phru Sal
DEEP COVE
WATERWORKS DISTRICT
'I'he 'rwelfth Annual General Meeting of the Deep Cove 
Waterworks District will take place at 11:00 P.M. on 
Wednesday evening, the 2:ird day of April, 1070 at the 
Holy Trinity Hall, Mills Hoad, North Saanich, H.C,
The Order of Business at the said meeting will be;
(1) Reading of the Notice of Meeting,
(2) Adoption of the minutes of the last Annual 
General Meeting,
Cl) Presentation of the financial report for 107'!
(A) The Trustees’ Annual Report.
(0) 'I’he election of Throe Cl) Trustees,
(0) The appointment of the auditor for 107^.
(7) Any other business,
(11) Adjournment.
Trustees D.K, Archibald and .1, Hurt-Smith retire by 
rota tion. Trustee G.S. Brown resigns as a Trustee as no 
longer lieing a property-owner in the District. 'I'liiis, 
thiM’e are three Cl) vacancies on the Hoard of Trustees, 
two (2) for a full three-year Cl) lermi and, as Mr, 
Brown had one-year (1) loserve, there is a vacancy for 
a one-year (1) term.
For the Hoard of Trustees, 
Mrs, Marjorie .1, Smith 
Secretary.
We can make 
your Tuesday & Thursday 
by treating you to our
Alaska King 
Crab Legs & 
Steak Special 
7.50
Served in the comfort 









April 9th to 12th
la your l''i'icn(lly 
Siducy
Safi'way Store 




































2.49*Size 24's Canada No. 1 Grade
Field Tomatoes
Mexican grown Canadn Q 
Nn. I Grade »*■ rjP
Green Cabbage
Califaniia grown Canada *1 
No. 1 Grade i
Gem Potatoes
iKu,. TKt
JL y3 B %B
H.C. Grown 
Canada No.
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This book is about cetaceans 
(whales and dolphins), and it 
not only provides the reader 
with a good informative text 
and an abundance of 
photographs and diagrams, 
but it also puts the matter 
squarely within an ecological 
framework, and suffuses it 
with humanitarian concern.
The bulk, of the text is 
written by scientists, an­
thropologists, psychologists, 
naturalists, poets, and simply 
lovers of whales. With a
profusion of photographs and 
line drawings, the book tells 
you as much as you’ll ever 
need to know about cetaceans 
- as well as some nasty home 
truths about man’s treatment 
of them.
The place of cetaceans in 
mythology is discussed. For 
instance, the “dolphin rider’’ 
has been a recurring image in 
poetry and art for thousands 
of years. There is a technical 
section on the brains and 
consciousness of whales and 
dolphins; apparently they 
possess full intelligence, 
different from ours but no less 
complex. These creatures can 
think. Another section covers 
“living in the sea’’ and 
examines communications 
between cetaceans. In­
terspersed among such texts 
are whale poems by D.ll. 
Lawrence, F’ablo Neruda and 
Michael McClure. There is 
also a moving article by 
Farley Mowat on his personal 
encounters with whales.
We learn from MIND IN 
TIIF WATFKS that whales 
are being slaughtered at the 
rate of one every 12 minutes. 
And that this international 
killing could lead in 10 to 20 
years to the extinction of 
whales. Why are these har­
mless creatures being killed? 
Principally to make pet food, 
cosmetics and fertilizer- 
products for which there are 
available substitutes.
There is something quixotic 
about Joan McIntyre and her 
colleagues trying to secure the
agreement of several 
governments to abandon a 
profitable industry, simply 
because they believe it is 
wrong to kill whales. But it is 
heartening that such a group 
of people can still maintain 
their purpose in what often 
seems a bleak world occupied 
largely by homicidal fools.
The royalities from this 
book will go to Project Jonah 
(a group of people devoted to 
the protection and un­
derstanding of cetaceans) to 
be used in its campaign for a 
world-wide moratorium on the 
commercial killing of whales 
and dolphins.
MIND IN THE WATERS is 
now available from the Sid­











9 0325 9.7 0955 4.9 1615 8.9 2140
10 0345 9.7 1010 4.3 1710 9.2 2210
11 0405 9.8 1040 3.6 1745 9.5 2300
12 0420 9.9 1110 3.0 1835 9.7 2325
13 0445 9.9 1150 2.5 1930 9.8
14 0005 8.0 0505 9.9 1215 2.1 2025
15 0045 8.4 0530 9.8 1305 1.9 2120











OFF MCDONALD PARK ROAD
WEATHER
Supplied by the Atmospheric 
Environment Service for the 
week ending April 6. 
Maximum Temp. (Apr. 6) 12C












meteroiogical for the week 
ending April 6 furnished by the 
Research Station, Sidney. 
Maximum Temp. (April 
6) 11.6C
Minimum Temp. (Apr. 1) 1.6C














Mrs. Wm. Brennan of St. Polycarpe, Quebec, with her 
children, Heather and Patrick, enjoyed a nine days’ holiday at 
Easter with her parents, Mrs. and Mr. Ron Mawhood, 7022 
Wallace Drive.
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Sturrock of 1259 Marchant Road and their 
family enjoyed their Easter holidays in Hawaii.
Grade “A” Frying Chicken 79c Lb.
Utility Roasters 85c Lb.
Grade “A” Cornish Hens 16-20 oz. $1.19 each 
Grade B Boiling Fowl 
Chicken Legs Tray packed 








Mr. and Mrs. Lome Thomson will be holding open house 
Sunday afternoon, April 13, from 2:30 p.m. in celebration of their 
sixtieth wedding anniversary; Mr. and Mrs. Thomson were 
married in Vancouver by Rev. Willard Litch and are still living 
in the same house at 6996 West Saanich Road to which Mrs. 
Thomson came as a bride. They have one son, Ken, of Brent­
wood Bay; a daughter, Mrs. Hugh MacDonald (Joyce) of 
Vancouver; and a daughter, Mrs. Alan Pugh (Lorna) of 
Brentwood Bay; nine grandchildren and seven -great­
grandchildren, and are looking forward to seeing as many 
friends and relations as can pay them a visit on Sunday.
FRESH:
Local Pure Natural Honey IV2 lb. $1.49 
Celery 39c each
Lettuce 29c each
Apples - Golden delicious & McIntosh35c Lb.
Brentwood Tapestry Rug Hookers enjoyed a little different 
work session on Tuesday, April 1, when the hostess, Mrs. Muriel 
Prokopow, of Dignan Road turned the gathering into a birthday 
party for their leader, Mrs. Kit Mawhood, complete with a birth­
day cake beautifully decorated with rug hooking motifs.
ARRANGEMENT CAN BE MADE FOR 
QUANTITY PURCHASES FOR YOUR 
HOME FREEZER.
Dried chicken manure 50 lb. bags $1.50
Stan Hcmcns and family have returned to their home in Cold 
Lake, Alberta, following a holiday with Mr. Hemens parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. W. Hemens, Fifth St.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Duke, Lacombe, Alta, accompanied by 
their children Barbara, Karen and Allen and a friend, Valerie 
McKay, spent Easter holidays at the home of Mrs. Duke’s 
parents, Mr, and Mrs, Jack Rogers, Fourth St.






Elder James Thomas 
Clnimley, a missionary for the 
Cliurcli of Jesus Clirist of 
Latter-Day Saints arrived in 
Sidney Marcli 8 —- part of an 
ever inereasing missionary 
force of some 18,.500 full-time 
missionaries that are sent out 
weekly from Salt Lake City, 
Utali to all parts of tlie free 
world, With the young men 
serving two years and the 
/ young ladies and married 
couples serving for oiglileen 
months, these representatives 
of the LdS Church go out at 
their own expense to tell 


















WHAT’S INCLUDED IN A METRO TOYOTA MOTOR HOME?
Everything you’ll need on your vacation has been built into 
the Metro/Okanagan motorhome; including fridge, stove 
with oven, furnace, toilet, shower unit, hot water system and 
fresh water tank. Your motorhome is equipped with sleeping 
accommodation for 6 persons with plenty of room for 
everyone. You simply supply the personal items, bedding, 
cooking utensils and cutlery.
Your motorhome is a breeze to drive, powerful V / 8 engine, 
power steering and brakes make it maneuverable even in 
heavy traffic. You supply the gas, the destination and a sense 
.of adventure and you’re off for an unforgettable vacation. 
And, of course at the time of rental we’ll go over the whole 
unti with you to familiarize you with all the features.
WEEKEND SPECIAL
A Three Night Two 
Day Weekend 









'74 CHEV IMPALA '69 DODGE CHARGER '72 CELICA




'70 DUSTER '68 FIREBIRD '70 CORTINA
71 OLDS CUTUSS '70 MUSTANG '72 COROLLA
CONVERT. '69 DART SWINGER '71 VOLKS. BUG
'74 MONTE CARLO '70 MUSTANG 2+2 '66 BEAUMONT
'73 RANCHERO '69 ROADRUNNER '66 FORD FAIRLANE
'72 AUSTIN MARINER 71 DATSUN 510 WAGON '70 MAVERICK
'68 MUSTANG FASTBACK
'73 MUSTANG GRANDE
'73 LTD WITH AIR
'69 SUNBEAM ARROW
72 LINCOLN MKr






COST FINANCING PLANS O.A.C.
FOR YOUR BUYING PROTECTION CONVENIENCE
*120515?
AH- Pi-AtJT-S.
OVER 100 MORE ESSO TESTED USED CARS 
FOR YOUR BUYING PROTECTION
tt-t-* \ Br P^UtJ OF




AT METRO NO REASONABLE OFFER
WILL BE REFUSED
. MMiBusm
BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-1134
METRO TOYOTA
«u 386-3516
625 FINLAYSON dealer licence no. 3676 VICTORIA
MS
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ST. PAUL’S U.C.VV.
St. Paul’s U.C.W. held their 
monthly meeting in the 
Church lounge on Wednesday 
with 17 members and 2 
visitors present.
Mrs. L. Tripp of Sunshine 
Unit led the Devotions and 
served refreshments assisted 
by Mrs. Bessie Roberts and 
Mrs. Alice Ritchie.
The president announced 
that the Mother’s Tea will be 
held May 10, and reminded 
those present of the Shady 
Creek Spring Tea April 26. 
Bazan Bay will be the next 
hostess.
Mrs. P. Parlby introduced 
the speaker, Mrs. Wm Van 
Druten of Victoria and Mrs.
G. Horwood, also from
Victoria.
Miss Williamson asked to 
members if anyone could 
billet delegates to the Church 
^Conference being held in 
Victoria in May.




The ladies’ division of the 
Glen Meadows Golf and 
Country Club held their spring 
opening on Tuesday, April 1.
The day’s program com 
menced with a nine hole two 
ball golf match, followed by 
lunch.
Over one hundred members 
. were welcomed by the ladies’ 
Captain Shirley Boivin. New 
members were introduced by 
Wice-Captain Margaret 
Jamieson.
Some of the controversial 
golf rules were brought home 
' to the members in skit form 
performed by Edna Hay and 
Margaret Robertson.
Pin round winners for 1974 
were Margaret Robertson and 
runner-up Lorraine Jacklin. 
Winter ringers were won by 
Margaret Robertson, Muriel 
Chisholm, Margaret Jamieson 
and Marjorie Broome. Prizes 
for the morning golf were won 
by Edna Hay and HertaWagg 
— 1st low gross, Gladys Green 
and Ella Jones — 2nd low 
gross, Shirley Boivin and Ted 
Soles — 3rd low gross. The low
net winners were Betty Brock 
and Pat Shone, Margaret 
Robertson and Jane Weston—
2nd low net, snd Kathy Cross 
md Liz Barclay—3rd low net.
Highlight of the opening day 
luncheon was an address by 
club champion Dale Shaw on 
“The Role of Women in Golf.” 
Dale immediately answered 
this by saying, “There is no 
role, it is a game for everyone.
The program convened by 
Irene Holmes concluded with 
a preview of the 1975 evening 
casuals and sports fashions by 
Holly Tree Casuals Ltd., of 
Sidney.
4-II CALF CLUB
Saanich Holstein calf club is 
underway with 4 members for 
the year 1975. Members of the 
club selected the executive: 
President — Brenda Mutrie, 
Vice-President — Roddy 
Rendle, Secretary — Jody 
Aylard, Treasurer — David 
Aylard, Phoning committee — 
William Taylor, Reporter — 
Karen Kennedy. In public 
speaking the junior winner 
was William Taylor and the 
senior winner, June Van Reit. 
They entered the district 
finals and William Taylor was 
first in juniors and June 




The Auxiliary to the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital held their 
first meeting of the 1975 term 
last week.
The Auxiliary made plans to 
hold a coffee party and bake 
and plant sale from 10 a.m. to 
12 noon on April 11, in the 
Brentwood United Church 
Hall.
Officers for 1975 are: Rose 
Ruse, president; Margaret 
Tangye, 1st vice-president; 
Margery Olsen, 2nd vice- 
president; Irene Meyer, 
treasurer and past-president 
Rev. 1. Futter.
O.A.P.O.
The O.A.P.O. No. 25, Sidney 
branch, held its regular 
business meeting on April 3 at 
the Senior Citizens’ Activity 
Centre, with an attendance of
PENINSULA CLUBS
sixty-five members and 
visitors.
Delegates to the Island 
Regional Council will be Jack 
Rogers and Mary Briggs. A 
report on the annual pen-
sioners’ visit to Ihe
Legislature to meet with the 
Legislators, was read and 
approved by the meeting.
The sick visiting convenor, 
Mrs. Mary (’harlesworth, said
she had visited many in 
hospitais, and made telephone 
calls to members who are shut 
in at home. She said 
arrangements to visit Mt. 
Newton Extended Care 
Hospital by a group of 
O.A.P.O. members are being 
made where the patients are 
entertained by the group and 
are served tea and cookies 
donated by the O.A.P.O. 
members. On the same day an 
ornamental shrub will be 
planted and a plaque denoting
the donor will be placed 
thereon. This will Uike place 
during the first week in May.
Mrs. Kay Burns and com­
mittee visited Brook Manor to 
entertain the guests and candy 
was given to the Matron for 
the guests of this lodge.
Mrs. Beasley reported on 
her weekly visit to the 
Veterans’ Hospital. There was 
no guest speaker this month, 
but it is hoped that one can be 
conUicted for May. A social 
hour followed the meeting.
WANTED TO RENTI
Sidney businessman requires 2 or 3 bedroom 
house or cottage in Sidney / North Saanich 
area by May 1. Careful tenants. Would con­
sider residence in need of repair. Rental range 
to $300 per month.
Contact: George Manning
Phone 656-1151
8:30 to 5 p.m. Monday to Friday
SUSAN FIELD of the 1st Sidney Guide Company 
was presented with her Canada Cord at a ceremony 
at Guide House in Victoria on March 26. The 
Canada Cord is the highest achievement possible in 
the Girl Guide program.
r
N THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN VANCOUVER
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
SIDNEY RECREATION
Last call for registrations 
for the tennis clinic being 
sponsored by Sidney, 
Recreation Programme on 
Saturday and Sunday, April 12 
■' and as; With 10 hours of in- 
•h struction by Gordon Hartley, 
all participants can be 
assured their time will be 
well spent. Contact Sidney 
Recreation Office, 656-4914, 
mornings this week for further 
information. A good way to 
start the season — get some 
knowledge.
Children’s films will be held 
again this Saturday morning at 
Sanscha. Doors open at 10:45 
a.m., and films begin sharp at 
11 a.m. Pictures to be shown 
arc The Living Sea, Skiing in
SHOW
The annual spring show of 
the V.l. Rock and Alpine 
Garden Society is to be held 
April 25 and 26 in the 
, Memorial Hall, 951 Rockland 
Avenue, Victoria.
The show opens to tho public 
at 2 p.m, on Friday until 10 
p.m. that evening, and again 
on Saturday until 9:30 p.m., 
opening at 9:30 a.m.
the Swiss Mountains, and 
Claudius, Boy of Ancient 
Rome.
April sessions of badminton 
are now under way for juniors; 
teens and adults.
On-going programmes: 
yoga and floor hockey.
For recreation information, 







provides spacious new 
accommodation with fully 
’. equipped kitchens, cable 
TV. phone, free parking 
and view balconies. All tliis 
for $I.S.(I0 single and $4.00 
•• iier additional guest with
complimenhiry coffee and 
tea service for your added 
enjoyment. On your next 
visit to Vancouver stay 
downtown at the Mayfair 
Hotel located at Hornby 
and Robson Streets.
for reservations, write to :
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
84S Hornby St.> Vi^ncouvor L B.C. or Phone area 004-667-0751.
ORGANIC
beautiful!
All plant life needs the trace ele­
ments found in seaweed..a vast, 
natural storehouse of mineral 
elements in Chelated form, that 
go to work immediately on 






BUY !N QUANTITY AND
SAVE




For Plants, Shrubs, 
Fruit Trees, Lawns, 
Vegetables!






Algifeed is an extract of seaweed. Organic, it 
cannot burn plants. A great partner with nit­
rogen, phosphate and potash..excellent by it­
self for house plants. 100% Canadian organic 
soil conditioner and supplement.







m BH ■ 4 ROLL JgToilet Tissue / 9
59*6 OZ. ^CALINDA FLAKEDTuna
GARIBALDI
Macaroni & 00Cheese 5/^1
NEW
Paris Pate coz 0^
CHICKEN - HAM & EGGS
SPRING SALE





































































21” X 26” on easy roll castors JJ 1.^ $700019,95 #



















SALE THREE DAYS ONLY
April 10-11-12 THURS. FRI. & SAT
5JPII’3QL3TERY LTI3«
7177 WEST SAANICH ROAD 652-1591
ASK ABOUT OUH I'AY AHEAD I'l.AN AND 
SAVE 5 PER CENT
STAN’S
FOOD CENTRE
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO lAMlT QUANTITIES
2471 BEACON AVENUE 656-1731
Page 8 THE REVIEW Wednesday, April 9, 1975
L
656-1151







ARDMORE - % ac. Treed 
seclusion, close to Golf 
Course. $27,000.00.
CURTEIS POINT - App. V2 
acre, fantastic views, treed 
seclusion, water connection. 
$35,000.
LANDS END ROAD 
PRICE REDUCED TO 
$r)!),»oo
On % ac. of sunny level land, 
protected from North winds, 
this 3 bedroom home. It comes 
complete with cozy den in full 
basement. Grow your own 
vegetables!
QUALITY PLUS!
This home has got it! The 
owner built it for his 
retirement with his comfort in 
mind. Double windows, 
beautiful stonework fireplace, 
etc., etc. 3 bedrooms, full 
basement, V2 ac. $76,000.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
PETSIIO’P This is a thriving 
business with excellent 
returns. Make your hobby pay 
you an income.
WOODWORKING SHOP 
75x130 ft. lot with 32x60 
wooden .building on 
RestHaven Drive $38,000








5 bedroom home on large 
corner lot. Double carport. 
Over 1600 sq. ft. of finished 
living space. $49,500.00
COUNTRY LIVING 
This lovely 2 bedroom 
ranch style home in North 
Saanich offers over 1300 sq. 
ft. of comfortable living 
area. The home is situated 
on .7 of an. acre. Other 
features: CARPORT, 




Clayton Road. 2.09 acres of 
treed land. Seclusion, yet 
close to school. $30,000.00
FOR RENT 
3 bedroom homo. 




















Victoria Real TCstate Board 
Service, nnd Multiple Listing











Fully developed family home 
in the very desirable Mary 
land subdivision. Upstairs are 
the 3 bedrooms, living and 
dining room, 4 pee. bath, 
downstairs there is a 4th 
bedroom, sewing room, 
recreation room, workroom, 2 
pee. bath plus utility room. 
Outside is a good sized garden 
shed plus fenced back yard. 
Lot is 75x126 and only 1 block 




Spacious family home 
overlooking the tranquil 
waters of Deep Cove. 3 
bedrooms, 2 baths. This 
unique home has 4 levels 2 of 
which have full width sun- 
decks. Year round creek 
through property with walk­
way leading to the beach. New 
MLS Asking $74,900.
NEW LISTING
Very attractive 3 bedroom full 
basement home, with many 
nice touches. Included are a 
built-in corner eating area in 
the kHchen. In-line dining and 
living rooms, lovely family 
and recreation rooms in the 
basement, rear yard is 
completely enclosed with a 
chain link fence. Many, many 
trees and shrubs. Just listed at 
$50,900. with a good sized first 
mortgage.
John Bruce Bus. 656-3928 













DROMAT - BEACON 
PLAZA, Laundry and 
(irycleaning equipment, 
Four years old, Well kept. 
Premises 1800 sq, ft. 
Leased till December 1981, 
Good family Business. 
Ideally located. Always 
busy.
Price $47,000








Ideal for growing family. 
Close to schools — a groat 
place to raise kids. 3 
bedrooms, good size 
livingroom witli fireplace, 
diningroom in-line, large 
kitchen with I'ating area, 
Vender will finish lower 
level at reasonable cost or 






Canada Permanent Trust 
3647 Slielbourue St., 
477-0141
Central Sidney, $28,500. 2 
Bdrms. close to Beacon 
Ave. Excellent lot.
OFF MILLS ROAD 
Nearly new, 2 Bdrms up, 
developed basement. Many 
extras such as carport, 
drapes, appliances etc. 
Paul Hyatt 656-3150




VICTORIA REALTY LTD. 
.3477 SAANICH RD.
BUS. 386-3585 RES. 656-3602
WALKING DISTANCE 
$39,900
To shopping, post-office and 
bus this two bedroom 
renovated home on a 50’xl20’ 
lot has an 18x11 livingroom, 
dining room and kitchen with 
eating area. Vendors have 
bought. To view call Neva 
Pennie, 386-3585.
LARGE, ATTRACTIVE, one 
bedroom suite. Main floor. 
Lovely location. Close to town 
and sea. 656-5367 after 5p.m. for 
interview. 15.1
ROTOVATING, SIDNEY AND 
NORTH SAANICH. Small 
powerful machine. Free 
estimates. Ron Martman at 
656-2040. 15-6
MARRIED COUPLE LOOKING 
for two Bdrm. house to leave! 
before March tst, or sooner. Would 
like house to be in Sidney - Saanich 
area. Excellent references, per­
manent job. 656-5606anytime. 2-tf |
50,900
Moves you into this most 
attractive new Spanish Style 
Home, beautifully designed 
kitchen, has lots of cupboards, 
dining area, and patio doors to 
sundeck. Dining room, living 
room with stone fireplace, 
three bedrooms, master en- 
suite. Fully carpeted. 




Seaboard Properties Ltd. 
7173 West Saanich Rd. 
652-1141
REDUCED TO $88,500 
Executive home —, 974 
Bradley - Dyne, North 
Saanich. % acre of park­
like grounds, just steps 
from Ardmore Golf course. 
3,000 sq. ft. of living space. 
Large livingroom with 
stone fireplace, large 
diningroom with sliding 
glass doors to covered 
patio. Large 9 x 12 entrance 
with open staircase. Lower 
level also has Den, 
bedroom and master 
bedroom with powderoom,
4 piece bath.U pper level hasi 
3-piece bath. 2 bedrooms 19 
X 20 and 19 X 15 with large 
sundeck over double 
garage. Also breezeway, 
workshop and boat part. A 
real bargain at this price.
VIEW LOT 
50 ft. X 117 ft.
On Chalet Rd., just 400 ft. 
north of Birch Rd. Municipal 
water connection available. 
$12,500.00.
WATER VIEWS — SIDNEY 
Well built and attractive split 
level home faced with old 
brick located on a quiet cul-de- 
sac off All Bay Rd. 3 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, rec. 
room. Easy care grounds. 
Ideal for boating enthusiasts. 
$68,000.
WATER VIEW 
Lovely view lot of over two 
acres with 200 ft. frontage on 
Lands End Road.
$34,500
SECLUSION — LANDSEND 
Beautifully treed 2 acre lot 
with over 600 feet fronting on 
LiindtMtds Rd. Also within 







WILL TRADE APPROX. 4
ncro lot In quollty subdivision 
within commutino distance of 
Edmonton ■ value to $15,000. • 
for properly of similar value on 
Southern Vancouver Island. 
Reply to p,0. Box 55, Ed­
monton, Alla, IS-tf
To view cull 





WILL TRADE APPROX. 4
ncro lot In quality sulxllvlslon 
wllhin commutino dislanco ol 
Edmonton — value to $15,000. • 
(or property of similar value on 
Southern Vancouver Island, 
Reply lo P,0, Box 55, Ed­










EXPANDING CANADIAN OIL 
COMPANY needs dependable 
person who can work without 
supervision. Earn $14,000 in a' 
year plus bonus. Contact 
customers in Sidney area. 
Limited auto travel. We train. 
Air Mail O.R. Dick, Pres., 
Southwestern Petroleum 






LIVE-IN COMPANION for 
elderly lady. Light 
housekeeping, car available. 
References required. State 
salary expected. Reply to Box 
0, Sidney Review. 15-1
AVON
WOULDN'T YOU RATHER 
BUY a dishwasher than be 
one? Get out of the house and 
sell guaranteed Avon products 
in your spare time. The sooner 
you start, the sooner you'll 
have that dishwasher! So call 
right now. 384-7345. 15-1
“VANCOUVER Island’s 













Proposals are invited by 
the Municipality of Central 
Saanich for MUNICIPAL 
HALL GROUNDS 
MAINTENANCE. Ap­
plicants are to inspect 
grounds and submit 
proposals for a regular 
programme of grounds 
maintenance, including 
lawn cuttings, plantings of 
annual bedding plants, etc. 
The closing date for receipt 






Owner Wilt Dorman gives 
sonal attention to all orders. 
PHONE 656-4754
per-
TWO CRIBS, HIGH CHAIR, 
large play pen, stroller and 
baby buggy. All in good con­
dition. 652-3701. 15-1
MCCLARY DRYER, 
















available on Curtels Point, now 
neglected, previously very 
productive, in exchange some 
grass cutting during summer, 
656-1988. 15-1
GARAGE SALE, 2037 Linda 
Place, Sidney. 656-5653. Por­
table sowing machine, 
miscellaneous clothing; ladies 
size 10; men's, medium. 
Wedding dress, designer 
original. B/WT.V,,ash blonde 
tall; electric adding machine; 
odds 8< ends. 15-1
PART TIME WORK, approx, 
24 hours weekly in Sidney 
Tourist Bureau. June 15 to 
Sept. 15, 1975. Apply Box P, 
Sidney Review. 15-3
BASEMENT SALE — 
Chesterfield suite, older type 
dining room suite, dryer, girl's 
bike, general household items. 
10311 Pollard PI. cor. Piercy 




approx. 4 hours daily, Keating 
area. Wages, hours, etc, 
negotiable. Reply to Box Q, 
Sidney Review, 15 2
WHITE BATH TUB, like 
new; bar sink; furniture, china 
etc. for sale — 656-4780 15-1
GARDEN STAKES, 
length. 2c lln. foot. 




HOUSE CLEANING HELP on 
bi-weokly basis. Phone 656- 
1376, 15.1
BABY BUGGY. Excellent 
condition, $25.00. 656-2173. 15 1
YOUNGER PERSON 
REQUIRED lo clean boats, 
etc. Mainly part-time. Natlonfil 
Boat Sales, 656-3966. 154
TWO ELECTRIC MOTORS %
HR. one jointer 4V3 Inch. Phono 
656-5065. 15-1
---- WAITRESS WANTED, full
or part-time. Must bo maluro. 
Apply in person. Sidney Drive 
In, 154
FULLER BRUSH SALES 
Opportunity to Increase your 
Income In your spare time 
soiling reputable household 


















WANTED, roll-away cot. Must be 
clean. 656-3793. 13-1
WANTED, RIDE FROM 
VICTORIA to Sidney leaving 
5:30 p.m. week days. Please 
call 656-5607after 6p.m. 15-1
COMPLETE BROWNIE 
UNIFORM. Call Ivy 656-3975 
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Saturdays 
and evenings 656-3291. 15-1
MOTORCYCLE
1973 YAMAHA 360 ENDURO 
UNDER 4,000 miles. $900 in 
Colwood 478-8453.
ALUMINUM SHEETED IN­
SULATED VAN to fit one ton 
truck. Can also be used as a 
camper. $500.00; Good, Enterprise 
Oil stove, stand, and tank, $25.00; 
Gold chair and foot stool, $35.00; 
652-2507. 14-2
"CASCADE" Tent TRAILER, 
new spare tire, two full size 
foam mattresses, also 8 x 12 
attachable tent. $375.00 Phone 
656-2600. ys.i
SIDNEY BOOK EXCHANGE. 
2439 Beacon Ave., Sidney, B.C.41-tf
SPOUSEDO YOU AND YOUR 
HAVE A WILL?
NORFOLKTRUST 







108.5!» IVladrona Drive 
K.R. I, Sidney, 
British Columbia
CONTRACT for Drilling 
and Construction of 
Test Protluction Wells
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS are 
invited for the drilling of 
one to three test/- 
production wells for the 
Deep Cove Waterworks 
District.
Specifications and Tender 
Forms may be obtained 
from the office of the 
District upon application 
by interested well-drillers. 
The tenders shall be ad­
dressed to, and received by 
the undersigned up to 2:00 
p.m. local time, on April 
30th, 1975.
The District reserves the 
right to reject any or all 
tenders, and the lowest 
tender will not necessarily 
be accepted.
Deep Cove Waterworks 
District 








Invites tenders for Rental 
of Rubber Tired 
Backhoes/Front End 
loaders for Victoria Gas 
Department for the period 
1 June 1975 to 30 May 1976,
Reference No. CQ 5007 
Closing Date: April 
1975.
18,
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above- 
referenced will be received 
in Room 1056, B.C. Hydro 
and Power Authority 
Building, 970 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 1Y3 until 11:00 A.M. 
local time, April 18, 1975.
Details may be obtained 
from the office of the 
Purchasing Agent, 10th 
floor, 970 Burrard Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6Z 1Y3, 










1. Exhibits are invited from 
anyone desiring to compete, 
other than professional 
growers.
2. Entries giving full name and 
address of exhibitor, class 
number of e^ch exhibit to be 
entered. Phone: Mrs. J. 
Rogers, 656-2143; Mrs. R. 
Atherton, 656-1760; Mrs. J.N. 
Edgar, 656-3274, not later than 
Thursday evening, April 17, 
two days before the Show.
3. The Hall vVill be open Friday 
evening 7:00 to 9:00 p.m., for 
the convenience of Exhibitors 
wishing to bring in their en-- 
tries, and all exhibits must be 
in position by 9:45 a.m., on 
the day of the Show, and Club 
containers must be used where 
specified in Sections 3, 6 and 7.
4. All Exhibitors must leave the 
Hall by 10:00 a.m., until 
judging is .completed, unless 
retained by an official.
5. Judges' decision shall be 
final. Special award may be 
made at the discretion of the 
judges where they deem an 
exhibit worthy of such.
6. An exhibitor may table more 
than one entry of different 
varieties in any class other 
than the decorative classes.
7. Entry Fee — 10 cents per 
entry.
8. In Children's and Junior 
Sections, flowers do not have to 
be grown by Exhibitor but they 
MUST be arranged by the 
Exhibitor without assistance. 
All entries in these sections are 
tree,
9. Protedted Wild Flowers such 
as Dogwood, Lady Slipper, 
Trilllu, etcetera, are prohibited 
from all exhibits.
to. Thefuse of artificial flowers 
and/or foliage is prohibited. 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 
PLANT AND FLOWER STALL 
WOULD BE APPRECIATED. 
PLEASE PHONE 656-2275 OR 
656-2506. 15-2
DUTCH GARDENER nvniigblo j 
for Sldnoy-Brontwood area, Good 
workmanship at ronsonnblo 
prices, Have good crow for Inroor 
jobs. Call; 656.5027. I0-t(
CHICKS ■ DUAL PURPOSE ■
Paymaster (Rhode Island Rod 
cross), white leghorns, white 
rocks. Ship anywlioro, Napier 
Hatchery, 22470 - 64lh ave; R,R. 7, 
Langley, 534 6268, 4-11





9775 - 4th Street Sidney, B.C. 656-1413
Commercial area of ap­
proximately 760 square fool at 9779 
4lli St,, Sidney. Ground door 
location, complete with carpeting, 
llcilil (Ixturos, washroom (ncllltlos, 
and heat Is supplied, Suitable for 
offices, rotall-wholosalo outlet, or 
sorvico (unction with lease terms 
nvalinblo, Apply Sto, 304-9775 4lh 
SI,, or Capital Region Agencies 
Lid,,24(11 Deacon Ave,,Sidney, 49- 
l(
LAWN RENOVATING




BRUNO von Schuckmnnn. Garden 
sorvico, Pruning. Phono 656-1990.
30-tf
RUSS' TRACTOR service,
Rototllling • Big or small jobs. Call 
anytime, 656-3689. i3.|f
FIREPLACE WOOD, Cedar iMSts, 
all hardwoods, split, $35.00 per 




For all your 
Optical Needs
raEStCRBPTIOM OPTBCAL
WORK WANTED Tree (ailing, 
cement work, landscaping by hour 
or conlracl. Free osllmalos, Call 
384-9 7 3 7 . 3341
OLD SAWDUST HORSE 
MANURE. $1,00 per sack 
dollvorod. Minimum 5 sacks, 
$10,00 per pick up load dolivnred. 
Evenings 656-23.57, Days 65'7-3.5.53,
12 4
ONE BEDROOM BASEMENT
apartment Including (rlgerator, 
niovo nnd all ulllltloa, carport 
nvalinblo April 1.5(h, $225 per 
month, See Sparling Real Esinlo 
656.5511,
TOPPING AND FALLING 
TREES. Landscaping, Proo 
ostlmalos, 308 5822. so-tt
WILL ROTOVATE, PLOW, grmlo, 
elc, with small Irnclor. Phone 
Steve 6.56-1397, 17-4
CUSTOM HOMES, Allernllons 







2'2KO IIAIMtOUlI HI). SIDNFV
RELIABLE ENTHUSIASTIC 
HIGH-SCHOOL student wnniod 
6 lirs, week. Lawns «. gnr- 
denlng until September. 
Ardmore, Reply lo box 7., 
Sidney Review, P.O, Box 20/0, 
Sidney,
SIX Mr)NT^IS OLD, 197-1 
Suzuki twin model 185, PorlecI 
condition. Warranty still In 
oMecI, Low mileage (21,57) new 
price $1200,00 will sell Inr 













VVe reserve the right to 
limit q uuntities
STORK HOURS 
Monday to Saturday 
8::!0 to
8:31) a.m. to(1:01) p.m. 






















A R D M O N A
UNSWEETENED
FRUIT &IIVUII pears
























Will a sttM’t'o ('oiR- 
poiuMit H(*t details in 
store.
^ horse TEAMS competed in the B.C., emerging the winner. (Review photos by Jack 
horse plowing event at Saturday’s annual Saanich Ralph) ^
plowing matches, with Norm Morrow, of Agassiz,
‘HUNGRY THIRTIES’ HOMEMADE TRACTOR 
was built in Central Saanich by Barney Oldfield 
and operated Saturday by Mike Rice. The vehicle 
was one of several antique units on display.
SHIRLEY BUTLER was the winner of the under- 
19 girls competition — a new division this year. 
Shirley apparently learned her winning technique 
from father Ed Raper, here casting a careful eye 
over her handiwork.
WINNER OF THE B.C. CHAM­
PIONSHIP was Charley Thompson 
of Chilliwack. Thompson narrowly 
defeated 1975 champion Doug Mar
for the honour, but both will compete 
at the CanacMan Championship in 
Ontario in September.
MAJOR - GENERAL 
GEORGE PEARKES 
VC was one of the more 
than 500 people who 
enjoyed the annual 
Saanich plowing 





dividual and group counselling 
now being offered as a com­
munity service. For in­
formation phone 656-1247. 15-4
BORN TO MR. & MRS. PAUL 
FRANKS, nee (Nancy Loney) 
a daughter, 3'/! lbs. April 2, 
1975. Died April 4,1975. 15-1
Coming Events^
CENTRAL SAANICH LIONS 
CASH BINGO, Monday, April 
14, 7;30 p.m. Brentwood
Community Hall. 15-1
SAVE THE CHILDREN annual 
spring tea, Wednesday, April 23, 3 
P.M. Margaret Vaughan — Birch 
Hall. 12-4
SAANICHTON FAIR GROUNDS 
Please make a note of these dates, 
July 5th - C.H.S.A. Summer Horse 
Show; Aug. 30-31-Sept. 1, 107
Annual Fair; Nov. 22 & 23 Hobby 
Show and Christmas Bazaar. 10-lf
NORTH SAANICH DOG 
OBEDIENCE CLASSES com­
mences April 10th, 7:30 p.m. at 
Sanscha Hall. Puppy class In­
cluded. 479-2920or 479-2752. 14-2
BINGO K OF P HALL 8 p.m. 
every Thursday. Everybody 
welcome. i-t'f
SIDNEY ECKANKAR centre, 9780 
Fourth St. Book sales-, free 
literature - Satsnng classes. Open 
hours; Monday 1-7 p.m.; Tuesday 




are holding a reunion on April 
26, at 6 p.m. in tho Travelodge. 
Any operator who has not been 
contacted please phono Glonys 
Jones, 656 1897. 15-1
P E NINSULA pTaY^? S
PRESENT "The Mousetrap," 
Parkland School Theatre, April 
24, 25, 26 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets 
$1.50 15 3
COFFEE PARTY - BRENT­
WOOD United' Church Hall, 
April 11, 10:00 a.m. - Noon. 
Plant and bake table in aid ot 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
Auxiliary. 15 1
BINGO EVERY MONDAY night, 
Sanscha Hall, Doors 7 - Gmes 7:45. 
Kinsmen Clubof Sidney. 3-tf
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE, 
Dance April 12, 9:30 P.M. - 1 
A.M. "Tho Manhattans", $5.00 
couple. 7925 East Saanich 
Road. 15.1
BOTTLE DRIVE, CUBS
scouts, guides and brownies. 
Saturday, April 12, 9:30 a.m. 
Scout Hall. 15,1
tosti
MISSING FROM SIDNEY 
SPIT Marino Park, two wooden 
floats 10 ft. X 30 ft. with 
styrofoam bats. Provincial 
Parks Branch, 478 B341. 15-1
KINETTE CLUB OF SIDNEY
4th ANNUAL LADIES NIGHT OUT
HmorRashord - Fashion Show - Italian Kntcrlnlnment - 
Cash Prizes,
Sat. April 19 Air Cadet Hall
Cocktails (>::U) Dinner 7:00
TICKKTS: FIUODRICKS SIIOFS ~ QUFFNS 
I’AYLFSS
NOTICE
Club, Organizations, Hobby & Craft 
Groups, Scouts, Girl Guides etc. etc.
FHKI'', MAM, hooIiiiiKs may he arranged for displays, 
Coinimmity l'"nnd Drives, F,tc. etc,
For reservation of space please contact 
Mr. G. vStober











O BACK HOE WORK 
• CA'r WORK 
«» TRUCKINti






Repnirs - Any size boat anti 
trailer cur.tilons ■ custom made 
lurnlluro.






Residenliai ■ ConiniunJal 
h Gnlt Course Conslrurllnn 
6955 West Snnnich Rd. 
Brentwood Bny
Glon Willlnins 652-3323




fill iiiatKi parlH slnckt'd
f’onsi'i’vntoriesal Znrieli 
anti Vienna


















Robert W. Roper, D.C. 















New Homes & Cabinets Custom build 




All Repairs-Any size Boat and 





PATRICK CUTTS LTD. 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Commercial & Residential 
Construction. Renovations 






10G51 McDonald Park Rd.
Sidney Roofing
Ltd.
Roofing — Repairs — 
Eavestroughs. Qualified 






Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring
Poles and Line Work
QUALITY WORKSMANSHIP 

















general & ELECTRICAL 
CONTRACTORS
All types ot renovations 8. 





Levelling - Rotovnting- 
IMoiighing - Mowing.
Phone 656-:i689.







R otovatc -- Level — Cnltlvate 







tochniclan with 35 years 










25 yenr.s oxporionce 
Rchsidontial-Commcrcinl
In dust rial
Rewiring - F,lee(rie Heating 
Repairs
Applianee Conneetlons 
"No |oh (no small’’
65(1-5601
A.S.A. BUILDERS LTD. 
General Contracting
For the I’enlnsnla, Phone 
KURTSTRICKER















^nociallzlng In Hoi Water 
Heating
10410 ALL BAYRD. SIDNEY
Phone 656-1580
Carpet Life Sen/ices
"The Ultlmjit(*” in 
«*ar|i(*( Steam ('l(‘aning
Wall (0 Wall, Rags,
VValt>r I’Striietlon 





® BACK HOE 
WORK
® CAT WORK 
® TRUCKING
“no job to large 
or too small’’




Specializing in new 
cabinets and also rcfacing 
of existing cabinets at 
substantial savings. Phone 










2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigny, 656-3583
R. & P Janitor 
Service







PERC. & SOIL 
TESTING SER VICE
Land Percolation Testing 
Septic Field Installations 




Marine radio, radar, auto 
pilots.
Industrial process control; 
chemical, pneumatic, elec­
tronic




Men’s- Ladies Childrens 
Alterations Repairs 
Drapes




















By Appointment Only 











PAPER AND VINYL WALL 
COVERINGS
PAINTING CON'I'RACTORS 
DRY WALL REPAIRS 
656-4387 PHONE 650-5673
WESTCRA




Weed, Brush, a 
Blackberry Control






YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVISII 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 










Rest (Rinllty Ment 
nnd Gi'ocerh‘H
3335 Amity Dr.
Cor. Pat Riiy llwy.
16:110 n.m. till 7;66 p.m.
Closed Knndpys & MnndnyH
pflEXOiOp
R t STEI* TO W Y 
BETTER IlEAl/ril 
Mrs. Dorothy Itrooks 
No. 102 - 9861 Third St, 
(156-2515
SIDNEY GLASS




InNiiriiiice CIiiIiiin I'rnmiitly linnillpil 








OlLC.t Miiryhind Dr. (1.5(l-5677
ANDY the HANDYMAN
Cleiin up - window clennlng 
carpet Hhampnniiig - 
Pnintliig l.nwn Service ■ 
odd Jobs l''ree ' ICstImiileN - 
652-55116
Hk
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HOBBITS TEACH FIELD HOCKEY
Hobbits — funny, happy 
little people who enjoy doing 
things for fun and who inhabit 
author J.R.ll. Tolkien’s book 
Lord of the Rings — are busy 
on the Peninsula.
The Hobbits are a girls field 
hockey team who have for the 
past two years been teaching 
field hockey in Peninsula 
elementary schools.
The project began when the 
newly-formed club started 
looking for a field on which to 
play. Rom Knott Park in 
Brentwood seemed suitable 
and they approached the 
Brentwood Community 
Association for permission to
use the field, Captain Marlyn 
Davis told The Review 
Monday.
Andy Bryant, a member of 
the community association, 
said the field would be fixed up 
and the team could use it, if 
the Hobbits would go into 
Brentwood school and teach 
elementary field hockey to the 
girls.
“The boys had soccer and 
other activities but the girls 
needed something to do,’’ said 
Davis.
She said five members of 
the club agreed to go to 
Brentwood school for two 
hours, one morning a week.
Sixty students in two classes 
participated. Later in the year 
Jess Zantvoort, coach of the 
Hobbits and a trained 
physical education teacher, 
started two classes of boys 
and girls one morning a week 
for two hours at Deep Cove 
elementary school.
The following year Zant­
voort approached four 
peninsula schools, suggesting 
club members teach field 
hockey on the same basis as 
the previous year and asked 
for an honorarium of $25 from 
each school.
“The $100 goes toward a
SAANICHTON SCHOOL GIRLS trophy from teacher Wayne Coulson 





7 DAYS A WEEK
“Somebody whistles the 
opening bats of Three Blind 
Mice, and then, for the last 
time in her life, a woman 
screams.’’ Agatha Christie, 
wily mistress of suspense, 
exploits the most unpleasant 
of motives and circumstances 
in her thrilling play “The 
Mousetrap’’.
Peninsula Players spring 
production directed by Jacqui 
Coulson is to be presented at 
Parkland School Theatre on 
April 24, 25, and 26, at 8:15 
p.m.
The varied characters that 
meet one night in a snowbound 
old manor house-newly turned • 
Iguest house’, weave an at­
mosphere of shuddering 
suspense when one is mur­
dered and the unknown 
murderer is among the others.
Are you good at guessing the 
outcome of ‘who-dun-its’? If 
you enjoy the excitement, 
chills and suspense of 
‘mystery theatre’, don’t miss 
The Mousetrap.














Boiling Fowl 39 LB.
TRUCK ROLLS
Damage was assessed at 
approximately $500 in a 
single-vehicle accident on 
Tryon Road April 4.
Mark Buckle, 2245 Kedge 
Anchor Rd. was proceeding 
down Tryon Road when the 
truck he was driving crossed 
the road, went into tho ditch 
and rolled over.
There were no injuries.


















AUNT HANNA F R 0 Z E n|
BREAD DOUGH I
WHITE OR C /$i 09 1





JUICE lAoz b5 1
FRESH LARGE LARGE RED DELICIOUS E
LEHUCE APPLES 1
291. 4 '■ >1“ 1
Vince & Cary , Our Marine Technicians will pick up your Boat, 
Service and Return it To Water. Reserve Now
Pacific'®cht ^les
jf 4 BOAT BROKERAGE
X / J2530 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-5596
fund for the 1979 world field 
hockey tournament which 
Canada is hosting,’’ said 
Davis, adding that each club 
in the association is assessed 
that sum annually.
Davis said the response has 
been most enthusiastic from 
the students at the four 
schools - Brentwood, Deep 
Cove, Sansbury and 
Saanichton - which par­
ticipated in the field, hockey 
project.
“Most of the students didn’t 
even know what field hockey 
is,” said Davis, “but both 
boys and girls did ex­
ceptionally well and really 
enjoyed it.”
She said the schools 
provided balls and hockey 
sticks and had fields which 
could be used, although some 
improvisation was necessary. 
On rainy days the teams 
practiced indoors in the gym.
“If we could keep going for 
another couple of years we 
would have some really good 
hockey players.”
kA'W'V V \ vvv V V V V \ VVVV^'V V'VV V vv vi
Whether the Hobbits will 
continue lo coach next year 
depends very much on 
whether Zantvoort will be 
available, Davis said.
“The whole thing couldn’t 
have come to pass without 
her,” she added.
The students finished off the 
hockey season the last week of 
March with a tournament in 
which five girls’ teams and 
three boys’ teams par­
ticipated.
Saanehton school girls’ 
team carried away the trophy, 
she said.
In a peninsula school 
district newsletter the Hobbits 
field hockey team were 
commended for the time and 
effort which they put in to 
coach and officiate at 
elementary school games and 
practices. The letter stated 
they had added “another very 
much needed dimension, a 
worthwhile one, to district 
students’ educational' ex­
perience.”
DETERMINED TO MOVE THAT 
BALL down the field, Sansbury 
school girls field hockey team






"SURROUND YOURSELF WITH NATURES FRESHNESS & BEAUTY













Owner Jim Helps Is Looking Forward To Seeing You Saturday
1, V /• t , > '
YOUR ALGIFEED HEADQUARTERS
THE 100% CONADION ORGANIC SOIL CONDITIONER AND SUPPIEMENT.
COME IN AND COMPARE OUR PRICES
YOUR CHOICE OF THREE PACKAGES OF SEEDS WITH fvl
EACH
PURCHASE
THE SCENT OF LOVELINESS.
i J
THE PLANT GALLERY
2492 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-6414
